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This qualitative case study focuses on the integration of educational technology in the
elementary curriculum of the Fort Garrv School Division #5, in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. The research population included eight teachen nom eight different schools.

Long answer i n t e ~ e w swere conducted during the winter of 2001 seeking idormation
on three research questions:
1. How do the educational technology leaders in the elementary years defme educational
technology?
2. What are some of the significant stories/experiences that technology leaders taik

about: a) when they first started integrating technology into their teaching; b) and,
how they are integrating technology now?
3. What issues, concerm and recommendations have the educational technoiogy
leaders identified as critical to the integration of educational technology in the
elementary years?
The data collection process used followed a Belland (1991) Eisner (1991)

comoisseurship model.

The educational technology leaders' stories revealed that

educational technology was king effectively implemented in the technology leaders'

classrooms. Their stories focused on two points: 1) information technology hardware,

and 2) the integration of technology into the existing curriculum. From these points eight
recommendahons were gleaned. They are that:
1. The Forî Garry School Division create a commitîee to review the issues raised in

2.

3.
4.
5.

this study.
A technology forum be created that will allow interested teachers the opportdty
to meet and discuss the &science of teaching with technology.
A hardware and software review be conducted to determine the real needs of each
of the individual schools.
The curent Divisional plan that supports the staff purchase of educational
technologies for personal use be expanded.
Schools review the on-going integration of educational technology in their schwl
plans.

6 . The Division implernent a strategy to introduce Technologv us a Foundation Ski22
(1998) and takes a leadership role in introducing the new web based resource,
cu?TicurumNavigator (200 1).
7. Substitute teacher release time is provided to pennit a collegial mentor program to
be implemented,
8. Funds are made available to groups and or individuals interested in pursing
technology based research projects.

The technology leaders identified many postmodem-like qualities that should be
considered when devishg a new educational technology plan. These quaiities include
accepting a constructivist approach to teaching and leaniing, a willingness to adopt an
open style curriculum described by Do11 (1993, 1993a), and an awareness of the six

postmodem conditions described by Hlynka (1995).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Background
The integration of technology into the elementary years c ~ c u l u m
has become a
critical issue in education and one that has generated a great deal of discussion among

parents, teachers and schwl administration (see Backhouse, 1497; Carlson, 2997, Charp,
1996; Gates, 1996; Guerard, 2000; Inkster, 1998). The issue has also been identified in
my own district through a report titied, Integrution of Information Technologies in Fort
Gary School Division (2000). That report summarizes the efforts of a partnenhip

initiative that began in 1999 with the Fort Gany School Division and the University of

Manitoba, Faculty of Education.

This thesis is a case study that focuses on the

integration of educational technology in the elementary curriculum in the Fort G a y
School Division #5, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

This partnership began as a midy group, comprised of Mr. John Howden, the Director
of Administrative SeMces in the Fort Garry School Division and Drs. James Welsh and
Denis Mynka from the Depamnent of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning at the

University of Manitoba, In addition to these three primary researchers, the group

included teachers p a v e Benson, Elaine Egan, and Leona Wiens) involved in Graduate
Studies and Post Baccalaureate work in the Faculty of Education.

As noted in the report, the initial review was held on at least two distinct levels, the

research literature¶ and the policy documentation. In regards to policy, they reviewed

three documents: 1) the Provincial directive, TechnoZorn as a Foundation Skill, 2 ) the
Fort Garry School Division Three Year information Technology Plan, and 3) the Fort

Gary School Division's Mission Vision statements related to technology. The literature
review focused on a broad range of topics; however, it was duected by four guiding
questions posed by the Fort Garry School Division's senior administration:
1. How is the Fort Garry School Division using technology in teaching/learning?
2. What is the Division doing right?
3. What is the Division doing that it should not be doing?
4. What is the Division not doing that it should be doing?

The Hlynka, Welsh, and Howden (2000) report was presented to the Divisional

Technology Advisory Group in the fa11 of 2000. Kt made several recornmendations; two
of which became the focal points for my thesis:
1. Fort Garry School Division should develop 'snapshots' of current and best practices

of technology integration within the division,
2. A "connoisseurship~~
mode1 based on the tbeories of Elliot Eisner and John Belland
should become one of the research strands for M e r development (pp. 11 12).

-

The Fort Garry School Division FGSD) is a suburban, public school district. There
are thirteen schools that provide elementary programs of instruction. Of these thirteen,
eight schools offer kindergarten to Grade six, two are kindergarten to Grade four, two
schools are Grade five to nine and one encompasses kindergarten to Grade nine. A

M e r demographic breakdown of these thirteen schools, show three French immersion
schools, one each of K-6,K 4 and Grade 5-9. In this study I do not intend to differentiate

between languages of instruction.

There are three interrelated concepts that serve as a focus for this study: 1)

curriculum, 2) integration, and 3) technology. Manitoba Education and Training (MET)

has addressed curriculum in the Renewing Educatzon: New Directions (1995,1994) series
and the developments in technology with Technology us a Foundation Skill Area: A
Jowney Toward I&iormation Technology Literacy (1998). These directives suggest that

technology should be integrated into the provincial curriculum, MET says that, "To be
most effective, the acquisition of these new skills will be achieved through a curriculumintegrated approach that uses information technology to support teaching, learning and
assessment" (Manitoba Education & Training, 1998, p.7); hence, my decisioa to combine
the concepts. My thesis will address educational technology and curriculum integration
in the elementary school.

The Research Questions
The study is based on three questions. The formation of these questions is bas

upon ideas presented by Ralph Mason of the University of Manitoba in a graduate course
entitled, "The Study of Teaching". We discussed the importance of king able:

O

to recognize excellence in teaching
to describe what we see, hear and sense
to cause more excellence in teaching to happen.
(fiom the course outline 1999)

These ideas can be applied to the teaching with technology in the elementary years. It is
my wish is to be able to recognize excellence in teaching with technology.

The

recognition of excellence in teaching is part and parce1 of my research me-

The

method is an Eisner-Belland mode1 of evaluation tenned c'connoisseurship" (Eisner,
1991, p.63). Co~oisseurshipwill be defined later and the process described at length in

Chapter 3.

The three research questions that evolved from the three ideas fiom c'The Study of

Teaching" are:
4. How do the educational technology leaders in the elementary years define

educational technology?
5. What are some of the significant stories/experiences that technology leaders
talk about: a) when they first started integrating technology into their
teaching; b) and, how they are integrating technology now?
6 . What issues, concerns and recommendations have the educationai technology
leaders identified as critical to the integration of educational technology in the
elementary years?

Definition of Terms

The Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT)
defines educationaUinstructional technology as "... the theory and practice of design,
deveiopment, utilization, management and evaluation of processes and resources for
leaming" (Plomp & Ely, 1996, p.18). It is important to note the interchangeability of
terms here. The terms "educational technology" and ccinstnictionaltechnotogy" are ofien
considered to be equivalent. Mynka and Belland (1991) chrifi a common perception
that technology is more than just tools when they state that, cctechnologydoes not merely

represent a set of devices that teachers may choose to use, but more importantly advances

a world-view that shapes social existence" (p. 17).

In recent years, the term technology has taken on many meanings and is perhaps

misunderstood. It is for this very reason that one of my first questions to participants is
designed to elicit their understanding of educational technology. The Techndogy er o
Foundation Skill(1998) document aiso addresses this concem. It attempts to ch@ the

term by limiting the colloquial defuiition to mean technology as information technology.

"The use of the term information technology has been increasing arnongst educaton to

avoid coafusion with the wider, dl-encompassing historical definition of technology"
(p. 1). Ailan November also rnakes this distinction when he suggests we, "get rid of the T-

word- Focus on information and communication" (1999% p.2). Consequenly my thesis
will now consider the three terms, educational, instructional and information technology

Another critical term is qualitative, as it applies to aspects of research
methodology. McCracken (1988) says that, "The (qualitative) interview gives us the
oppominity to step into the mind of another person, to see and experience the world as
they do themselves" (p.9). Eisner (1991) prefers to cal1 the field qualitative inquiry. He
says, ". .. qualitative thought is ubiquitous in human &airs. It is not some exotic form of
doing or making, but a pervasive aspect of daily life"

(p.5). Creswell (1994), in

reviewing Eisner, identified six assumptioas about qualitative inqujr:
Qualitative researchers are concerned with process ...
Qualitative researchers are interested in meaning ...
The qualitative researcher is the primary instrument.. .
Qualitative research involves fieldwork.. .
5. Qualitative research is descriptive...
6. The process of qualitative research is inductive.. - (p. 145).

1.
2.
3.
4.

The research suggests that there is criticism of the qualitative method (Bresler,
1994; Creswell, 1994; Frankel and Devers, 2000; Gibson, 1981; McCracken, 1988).

Within the basic terrn, qualitative inquiry, there are a number of complex concepts.
Qualitative inquiry may be considered a social science or even an art, and perhaps this
complexity invites concem fiom traditional researchen. At one extreme, Rex Gibson
(1981) denounces the method totally. He says there is "a delusion abroad; a delusion that

has already mislead some researchen in education. ... 1believe its theory and practice to
be deeply flawed" (p. 485).

On the other hand others support the method but with some

cautions. Bresler (1994) tallcs about the need for "understanding of the assumptions,
methods, and contributions of these genres.. ."(p. 1) and then provides clarification of
these terms. McCracken (1988) says, "There are several areas of controversy within
qualitative research methodology" (pl 1). He then provides guidelines to help avoid
mistakes that could lead to weak research and thus reduce or elirninate the controversy.
KIynka and Belland (1991) argue that there are at least three research paradigrns: 1)

quantitative, 2) qualitative, and 3) the cccritical'7paradigm. They say, "... this third
paradigm focuses on the cnticism in the sense of art and literary criticisms within the

humanities" (p.6). Keeping these criticisms in min& a clear definition of qualitative
research requires an understanding of the specific genre known as educational cnticism

or connoisseurship.

Connoisseurship is grounded in Eisner (1991) and Belland's (1991) recent
works. Co~oisseurshiphas Latin ongins and can be recognized in French as, connâitre,
the verb "to know." In the French language there are two verbs that describe, "to h o w "

and thîs one means, "to know intirnately". This is the sense that 1 would encourage the

reader to keep in mind. Eisner defines connoisseurship as, 'The ability to make fine
grained discriminations among complex and subtle qualities...C O M O ~ S S is
~ the
U ~art
S~~~
of appreciation" (1991, p. 63).

Belland coins connoisseurship as ""îhe sophisticated

intemal preparation an individual brings to hedhis experience of anythmg... a great
systematic reservoir of knowledge" (Hlynka, Belland, 1991, p.23).

Sharrna (1998)

describes in his own terms the Eisner-Belland definition as one of The 8 Rituuis of
Viszonary Leaders. He says, "See what al1 see, think what none tbïnk"(p.23 1). I believe

that al1 individuals have the ability to be a connoisseur in a field; however, we are not al1
connoisseurs in every aspect of life or education. The teachers h t e ~ e w e d
will likely al1
have areas of comoisseurship and some may even be connoisseurs in the field of
educational technology; however, the term connoisseur in this thesis is used to describe

my role as the researcher. 1 accept this role with a sense of humility and aspire to avoid
the "narcissism" suggested by Gibson (1981).

Belland (1991) and Eisner (1991) say that comoisseurship suggests educational
criticism; however, criticism should not always be perceived as negative. In the realm of

art appreciation, the art critic does not always make disparagiog comments about a piece
of art. It is a process that is exemplified by the title of Eisner's 1991 book, The
Enlightened Eye. The criticism can and should reveal the mastery of the work, and in this

application, the quality of the integration of technology in the curriculum. "Its aim is to
illuminate a situation or object so that it can be seen or appreciated" (Eisner, 1991, p.7).
Criticism falls within Mynka & Belland's (199 1) third paradigm and is grouped with the
postmodern condition.

The link to the postmodem condition will be developed in

Chapter Two. According to Belsey (1980), 'Yhe object of the critic is, to seek not the

udy

of the work, but the multiplicity and the divenity of its possible meanings, its

incompleteness, the omissions which it displays but cannot describe, and above al1 its
contradictions" (p. 109).

Rationale
What would one expect to see with respect to technology if one were to visit one
of the thirteen elementary schoals in the Fort Garry Schooi Division? 1 would suggest
that there would be some commonalities as well as some specific school-based initiatives.
The Division has focused on technology for almost twenty years. This focus has evolved

fiom Apple computers in the elementary schools during the 1980's to IBM u ~ t with
s
a
Window795/98 plaEform.

The schools have gone nom individual machines in the

classroom, to network labs, and now to various combinations of the two.

Newspapers, journals and magazines provide us with constant updates on the
status of technology in the schools around the world. Some of these

are very positive,

such as this report in The Globe and Mail, September 11,2001: "Canadians at forefiont
of Web use in schools. Canada is aear the top of the class globally when it cornes to
offering Internet access to its students.

And Canadian students are increasingly

dependent on the Internet for the kind of research that sent older generations scrambling
to dusty Iibrary stacks or thumbing through encyclopedias." However, not al1 reports cast

a favourable light on the topic. For instance, this article appeared in the Mon&
Gazette on September 18,2000:

Quebec is forging ahead with its new-technology school curriculum.
More Quebec classrooms than ever have computers this fall.. .experts are
asserting that for the youngest students, computers can actually impede
development. The daim, in a study done by a Washington-based group
called the Alliance for Childhood, raises disturbing questions at a tirne
when Quebec schools are starhg the shifi to a new curriculum one that
puts more emphasis than ever on technology, even in the youngest grades.

-

In Canada's weekly newsmagazine7 McLeun 3, Am Johnston cautions, "Beware the
techno-gods"! She goes on to suggest that when it cornes to technology, there are two
distinct camps, "...those who worship at the altar of technology, and those who don't."
In her article published in the October 25,1999 issue, she says, "56 per cent of Canadians

think that there is too much emphasis being put on cornputers in schools." The eSchool
News, fiom the United States, recently published the Trends ReDort 2000. The Software

and Information Industry Association h d e d this report, and it suggested "The
perception of education technology will change drarnaticdly in the next 12 months in the
eyes of the supporters and skeptics alike7' (Guerard, 2000, p.4). These four articles do
offer a criticism of educational technology in public schools. Some of that criticism is

positive and some negative. My thesis will look closely a? these criticisms in the area of
the elementary classroom and curriculum integration.

Limitation and Delimitation
This study is limited in one major way, limitation king a factor that 1 am unable
to control. It is qualitative. My study is based on a small, select sarnple of participants in
the Fort Garry School Division. It provides a snap shot of what educational technology

leaders in one suburbiill school division in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada believe are best

practices with respect the integration of educational technology in their elementary
schools. There may be sirnilarities and parallels with other schools in Manitoba, and
perhaps in many other jurisdictions; however, this study is limited by definition and the
qualitative method to the K-6 schools in the Fort Gany School Division.

This study is also delimited, meaning the limitations are within my control.

'Xesearch is not value fiee7'(Hl*

Welsh, Howden, 2000, p.3). The inherent values,

biases and beliefs of the author also restrict the ability to extrapolate the findings. In
qualitative research, "...researchers are part of the reality of the study, they can never be
neutral" (Bresler, 1994, p.2). In the case of a qualitative study, my beliefs rnay be

perceived as a delimitation. As the researcher, 1believe:

Educational technology and its synonymous terms have becorne integral to the
teachinflearning process.
We must assess criticaily new technologies, to insure they add value and
substance to the task at hand.
Providing hardware, connectuig schools and supplying the Intemet is not enough.
The "constni~tivist'~
theory of tmth and learning is an assumption in this study.
The postmodem condition has a strong intluence on the educational curriculum.
Autobiography is a valid form of research and contributes to the qualitative
model.
These beliefs may surface as biases in my analysis and interpretation of the data
collected.

Oveniew of the Study
Chapter One has presented the research problem, explaiwd the background,
defined tenns, and provided a rationale for the study. Chapter Two will

review the

related literature, Chapter Three will discuss the methodology, and Chapter Four will
descnbe the findings from the long interviews. Chapter Five will discuss the findings in
relation to the research questions, and Chapter Six will make recommendations for the
Fort Garry School Division.

A Note on V o i c e "
1 wish to make clear fiom the onset that my writing style may be different fiom

that of a traditional thesis. 1 will rely heavily on the f3st person sîngular in writing this
thesis. This is a conscious decision based upon the Mtings of Eisner, (1991) Graham,
(1992) and Keen (1970) and it is consistent with the qualitative approach and the
connoisseurship model. Sam Keen's book, To a Dancing God bas influenced me, and
my writing style, he says, 'The voice that speaks to you in these essays is mine. The
conclusions 1 reach are not inescapable. Boîh my doubts and my certainties may be too
intimately connected to unique elements in rny autobiography" b.2).
Eisner (1991) also speaks of voice; 1' have tried in this book, as in ail m y
wrïting, to keep a voice in the present. 1want readers to know that this author is a human
being and not sorne disernbodied abstraction who is depersonalized through linguistic

conventions that hide his signature. This approach is more honest Hence 1 make no
apology for the persona1 tone.. - 1 want that to show" (p.4).

The '7" speaks of an

autobiographical style that Roy Graham (1992) discusses when he argues for a style of
research through autobiography. My thesis is not an autobiography; however, Graham
(1992) does reflect one of my stated biases:
1 want to explore the proposition that to talk at al1 about knowledge and
the curriculum is inevitably to talk about the self and the manner in f i c h
the self makes the flux of the experience intelligible. ... For if ail
knowledge begins in self-biowledge, or is a fiinction of self-lmowledge,
then we cannot be said to truly know something until we have possessed
it, made it our own (p.3).

Chapter Summary

This chapter bas identified the need for rny research project The Fort G

q

School Division, in Winnipeg* Manitoba, Canada has invested considerable resources
into the field of educational technology and to date, little has been done to substantiate
the value of the investment. 1 have identified the rationale for the project and linked this

thesis to recommendatioas of a study group. Al1 research is lirnited in its scope and ail

research contains biases. 1 have identified those biases, as 1 perceive them, so that
readers may be informed of my beliefs and see my analysis fiom my prescrikd position.
The scope and limitation of the study are M e r clarified by the defnition of key terrns,
such as educational technology, the qualitative paradigm, and cornoisseunhip.

Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

Introduction
A literature review is nomally conducted prior to conducting a research project.

However, when using a qualitative approach, sorne researchers suggest that the literature
review need not be conducted until after the fieldwork is complete (see Bresler, 1994;
Creswell, 1994; Frankel and Devers, 2000; McCracken, 1988). They rationalize that with
this approach the investigator will remain open to the participants' beliefs and ideas and
will not be directed by outside influences or predetermined fmidings. In acknowledgment

of this concept, the literature review component of this study will continue during the

interview process.

1have identified key concepts that require examination in the literature review.

The concepts that 1 will develop are the:

Elementaxy years
Post-Modern Curriculum
Provincial Curriculum
Process of integration
Change process
The Elementary Years

The terni 'elementary years' is undergoing a subtle change. The Memam
Webster dictionary defines it as: "relating to an elementary school, an elementary

curriculum." Upon looking deeper, we discover a traditional definition dating back over

160 years, an elementary school is descn-bed as: "a school including usually the first four

to the first eight grades and ofien a kindergarten" A search of the Manitoba Education
and Training (MET) website did not yield a definition, but by assessing the grade level
support structures, MET suggests and follows the trend described in this paragaph
Consultants and provincial projects, such as Curriculum Information and Technology
Integration (ClTi), are defined as LS4, with sub membership identified as K-l, 5-8 and
S1-S4. The K-4 is elementary as described above by dictionary dennition. In Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada, where this research project is k i n g conducted, that is referred to as

ccearlyyears".

The Fort Garry School Division has two schools bctioning by that

definition. The 5-8 group is commonly referred to as "middle years", and although there

are two schools that corne close to that standard, they also include S1 as part of their
school population. These middle schools have, by dictionary definition, an elementary
component. Ideally, teacher participants in rny study from those two schools will be
norninated fiom the Grade 5 or 6 S M . The remaining nine schools include the generally
accepted description of elementary and include at least a continuum of Kindergarten

-

Grade 6 .

What makes elementary schools unique in the public school system? Perhaps the
most obvious feature is that of the teacher's role in the classroom. For the most part,
students in the K-6 grades have one teacher for al1 their core subject areas, and in some
cases, a specialist for Physical Education, French, and Music. This is the case in the Fort

Gary School Division. The exceptions to the d e may include teacher job sharing
arrangements and multi-age programs where children may have two teachers plus

specialists.

The "one teacher" concept is important when we lodc at curriculum

integration. With just the one teacher it is easier and simpler to create the seamless
process of instruction. nie classroom tirnetable does not bave to be intermpted every
thirty minutes to begh a new subject or to change subject teachers, as is the case in

secondary institutions. It becomes easier to integrate when the teacher is able to make

tirne adjustments in the daily schedule to facilitate integration of subject areas.
Post Modern Curricuium

Educators have been exposed to a wide range of topics, many of those pointing
toward new ways of rhinking about and looking at curriculum.

This analysis of

paradigms has seldom given specific answers on exactly what curriculum is or does, so
let us first begin by looking at a definition of curriculum. The Memam Webster
dictionary says it is, " 1: the courses offered by an educational institution. 2: a set of

courses constituting an area of specialization. In our public school system, 1 would
suggest the second dennition is the most widely accepte4 and becomes more specific
when you exchange the noun "courses" with words that describe the core subjects:
English Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies and Science. In Manitoba, an

examination of the provincial document, A Foundation For Excellence (1995) provides a
broader definition of curriculum.

In reference to its four foundation skiils, the

Department says, Tvery teacher will be a teacher of literacy and communication, of
problem solving, human relations and techno1ogyY7
(p. 17).

I wish to suggest that the Manitoba curriculum is represented at two levels. The

first level is a study of contemporary courses/subjects in ïmguage Arts, Mathematics,

Science and Social Studies. This I would suggest is the first level. It is representative of
the Ralph Tyler (1950) rationale, or modernist curriculum. The Tyler rationale is

described by four key questions:
1. What educational purposes shodd the school seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are fikely to attain
these purposes?
3. How c m these educational experiences be effectively organized?
4- How c m we determine whether these purposes are king attained? (pl)

1 would then suggest the second level is the set of four foundation skills. They are

identified as literacy and communication, problem solving, human relations, and
technology. This is the more complex theoretical level of beliefs, mission and vision. 1

would fixther like to suggest this is representative of the William Doll (1993) p s t modern curriculum design. Do11 suggests that curriculum (currere) has a verb sense too,

and that verb sense carries the significance of making meaning fiom the course, not just
the nom sense, not just receiving information

In recent yean, we have heard parents say that it is tirne to retum to the three R's,
by getting back to the basics in curriculum and instruction: reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic-

Unfortunately, this does not include a specific reference to technology. In our new world
of education, a pst-modem thinker like William Do11 (1993) might extend the three to
four new R's to include, rich, recursive, relational and rigorous. This does offer the

possibility of technology integration. The school level administration and classroom
practitioner must keep al1 of the above in mind. They are also burdened by the SUYuefy of
documents with topics that must be completed and understood by al1 of their students.

New curriculum documents fiom the Department speak of general outcornes leading to

specific outcomes matched to grade level standards This style of curriculum requires
regirnentation, standardkition, and 1 would suggest, based on my own personal

observation and experience, stifles the creative spirit and intuition of many teachers. On
the other hand, teachers are learning to adjust their teaching styles and strategies- This

has lead to an appreciation of a new style of cmiculum, described by some as, postmodem (Doll, 1993; Doll, 1993% Hlynka, 1995)-

Denis Hlynka identifies six features of a posîmodern condition: breakup of the

canon, multiple voicing, non-linearity, iroaic juxtaposition, supplernent, and
slippery signifieds (Hlynka, 1995, pp.114-117).
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Traditional models of curriculum implementation c m be supplemeated, enhanceci,
or indeed replaced, by new paradigms that support exciting new developments in
education. John Belland (1991) suggests that the concept of comoisseurship is a form of

curriculum criticism and development. The connoisseur is often linked to literary
criticism, art, or other f m s of artistic expression. The connoisseur exemplifies the
wisdom that goes beyond mere subject lcnowledge. Belland says, "The connoisseur can
be relied upon to absorb a great deal of information about her/his experiences" (p.22).

The art of comoisseurship is somethhg that 1 would like to connect with teacher
intuition, and eventually curriculum integration The connoisseur, as an observer, never
ceases the journey of leaniing "While he/she may have seen similar things before, each

creative work (in this context, a work is most often an instructional system) has unique
nuances" (Hlynka & Belland, 1991, p.32).

1 believe that seeing the subject matter

curriculum is one level; however, bringing the artistic expression and co~oisseurship
through integration of a 'foundation skill' is a higher level.

The 'nuances' described above by Hlynka and Belland are also reflected in
Freeman Patterson's (1979) work.

Pattenon is a professional Canadian photographer,

best known for elevating the work of the shutterbug to that of an art fom. This is evident
through his many books including P hotography: The Art of Seeing. There is not a more
appropriate corroborative comment for Belland's comoisseurship than fiom a field that
itself has had difficulty k i n g recognized as an "art" form. Patterson talks about
"thinking sideways".

"When you think sideways you will find new ways to see your subject
matter, and you will sturnble upon discoveries and happy accidents.
Abandon your normal premises, and go in search for new ones. Instead of
only trying to improve your present photographie approaches and
techniques, consider approaches and techniques you've never tried.
...A good way to break the grïp of an idea that controls the way you see
and photograph is to pretend that it doesn't exist. You must break the
d e s " (pp. 28-29).
The arîist is able to intentionally break the rules to create a masterpiece, to go beyond an

outcome or exceed an expectation. From a pst-modern perspective, the intentional
breaking of the d e s or the creation of brand new rules is termed, break up of the

canon.

Overly and Spalding (1993) certaïnly establish new d e s , or break up of the
canon in tbeir article, The Novei As A Metaphor For Cwicuium And Tool For
Curriculum Developrnent. In this article they suggest, "Novelsinvite fiesh interpretations

of new and old experiences. They are unpredictable, exciting, multilayered creations,
giving their readers diverse images and new understanding. These qdities lead the
authors to wonder why departmental curriculum could not serve the sarne fûnction. They
staîe, "Good curricula should have the same effectY'(p.l). In a postmodern world of

breaking up the canon, the perfonning arts and the recorded arts provide medium for the
presentatïon of diverse images and new subtle meanings. The work of a skillfùl actor, the
engaging voice of a narrator, the lyrics in a Song ali help to enhance and broaden the

understanding of a concept. These genres are presented in the classrwrn through the
integration of educational technology.

Marshall McLuhan (1967) opened up the possibilities in his Medium is the
Massage. In the days of the three R's, the teacher was the classroom and the curriculum.

Today through developments in educational technology ""wenow live in a global villageyy
(McLuhan, 1967, p.631, a village that extends far beyond the traditional classroom walls
to the village classrooms in every corner of the earth. What better way to reach out to the

others in the 'villageythan through the technology of the Intemet? The one voice of the

teacher has been supplemented by the skillful use of many voices and medium by the
teacher facilitator in the classroom. As McLuhan (1967) suggests, "now al1 the world's a
sage." (p. 14) Recently, my own son was reading bHamlety'.He elected a unique method
of study, a new canon. He began by reading the play in a textbook. This was enhanced

and enriched by viewing a 1996 video copy of a film based on the same book The video
in fact was set in a modem era with classical Shakespearian speech. In other words, he
was studying the original play by utilizing modern technology to see and hear the story

fiom different perspectives.

If multiple voices, suggested by the precedhg anecdote, mean presenting the
""same" in a different light, we can look at George Reavis' (1996) curriculum in the

animal school system. Here the multiple voices criticùe our cum:nt documentation that
asks al1 students to do the same sort of tasks, regardless of the mental and or physical

abilities they possess. The good news here is that the works of Howard Gardner, (1993)
in the area of "multiple intelligences", has had a positive affect on jurisdictions like

Manitoba where we recognize leaming styles and have attempted to address some of
those issues in the document Success For All Learners (1996).
The Animal School
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Multiple voices ailow for many ideas to be shared, where all ideas carry credence.
No one solution is best, but rather they al1 cary an inherent value or sijpificance.
Educational technology provides another way of presenting information, providing a
vehicle for student leaming. In theîr article, Authentic Educational TechnoIogy, Estes

and Clark (1999) discuss thÏs point, especialiy in relation to the ongoîng fiction between
the scientific world and the social sciences. When people Say things like science is out of

touch with the practical world or that scientists are disdainful of practitioners in the
classroom, they close the doors to open discussion and analysis of curriculum- Their
suggestion of a postmodern d e l for education is based on the idea, that "as long as
researchers, technologists, artists, and practitioners share a compatible definition of
science, a willingness to solve practical problems, and a commitment to having ideas
disconfinned, then fruithl collaboration is possible" (p. 11).

One of those multiple voices in curriculum is mine Not just me, but the me/mine
in each educator Robert Graham (1992) writes about autobiography in curriculum. He
makes a clear case for the story of self based on the accepted works of noted educational
philosopher John Dewey. In his book, Graham argues for acceptance of the critical
criticism that arrives through autobiography and self-reflection as a valid fom for
curriculum. Graham spends time developing the idea of truth. He says that even in
autobiography, the tnith presented is the truth as undentood by the author and may not be
real truth or tmth to al1 readen. The autobiographical tnith is biased and is influenced by

the race, culture, era, and life experiences of the writer.

Some of these truths are based on intuition. The Merriam Webster dictionary
defines intuition as: "'quick and ready uisight, and "immediate apprehemion".

Peter

Noman (1 994) adds to this argument when he says that "...another blinding flash of the

obvious! With al1 these flashes we must remember that a revelation is not a revelation
unless i f s our own" (p.2). It is here, that 1 wish to make a point. It is my belief that we
al1 have a degree of scholarly wisdom and knowledge. This 1 refer to as intuition.

Intuition gains credibility when it is corroborated by outside sources. An affirmation of
intuition can occur through fiction and schoiarly works. Brother WiUiarn, in the movie,

"The Name of The Rose" (1986) exemplifies this, when he states, 'Tl1 wager my faith
that, that tower contains something other than air," and he is right, it does! There are no

facts or evidence to support his claim, merely his intuition. References to works of

literature are based on rny own intuition about what curriculum should look like and
sound like, they are my revelations drawn out by others.

The voice inside me suggests they are glimpses of the work of philosophen like
Jean Baudrillard. Baudriilard (1991) works fkom the premise of the " s i m u l a c d , or
insubstantial forrn or semblance of sornething. He Iists three levels of sirnulacra and the

one that I wish to begin with is the second, which includes science fiction, or the world of
Douglas Adams. This level deals with the C'hyperreal", or simulations more appealing

than the real thing. Adams (1980) in his Restaurant A t The End Of rhe Universe is an
example of the second level. Patrons in the restaurant iravel to the end of the universe, to
the end of time, through time, and while dining, see the final apocalypse, the destruction

of the universe as part of their dinner theatre, "then retum home to your (their) own

eras.. . and raise families, strive for new and better societies, fight terrible wars for what
you know to be right7' (1980, p.97). In Dirk Genly "The Ghost7' wants to r e m in tîme
to undue a mistake. "Take me back,

...1 beg yoy take me back to the landing cri& Let

me undo what was doue.. . The landing craft c m then retuni to the main ship, ...and 1
will cease to be a burden to you." (1987, p.228)

Both novels reveal the non-linearity that is part of the postmodem condition that
could be applied to curriculum. Events do not have to be presented in chronological
order. There has been a dearth of children's literature in recent years, like "Encyclopedia
Brown" that provide young readers with a variety of choices and multiple endings to
stones.

Our world is cyclical, but that does not necessarily mean orderly. As an

elementary level teacher 1 would teach Canadian History in conjunction with world
events and not necessarily in chronological order. United Empire Loyalists were taught
when refugees were on the move somewhere around our "global village", issues

surrounding Confederation were best discussed during referendum debates, and the fur
trade during the annual "Festival du Voyageur".

These current issues are aow readily

available due to advances in technology. As a child some thirty-five years ago, 1
rernember the televised funeral of Sir Winston Churchill. 1can still recall the image of a
large delta wuig Royal Air Force bomber arriving in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. It was
acting as a courier of the film footage for the Canadian audience, prior to the era of

satellite television. Today we see everything as it happens, where it happens and when it
happens! Technology has brought pictures of the moment to the classrwm via cable
television, streaming video, and digital imagey

Sam Keen (1970) is a philosopher, theologian and psychologist. He made an
impact on my early university years and 1 often find myself returning to his book, To A

Dancing God In one chapter he talks about "Education for Serendipity". His advice to
school districts is clear,

1 would like to propose that every educational institution,if it is to fiilfil1
its central purpose of conserving and creating, should establish a
department of "Wonder, Wisdom and Serendipitous Knowledge7' which
would be charged with the prophetic task of discovenng the unfashionable
questions which are not being asked and the Iife options which are not
being explored within the educational system (p.42).
Bill Cosby (circa 1967) in bis early years had a humourous dialogue entitled "Why is

there Air?"

This is an interesting question; his ironic juxtaposition is that it is for

blowing up basketballs and volleyballs. Douglas Adams (1979) on the other hand, in
search of the question gives us the answer. Like Freeman Patterson (1979) perhaps,
Adams is cWinkingsideways" when he has a cornputer named "Deep Thought'' provide
the answer - "for@ two" and then leave al1 of the universe the problem of discoverïng

what the question was. Venturing back into the realrn of technology, Donald P. Ely
(1995) writes, If Technology is the A m e r . What was the Question? These examples al1

suggest that more important than the actual content itself in curriculum is the process, the

-

critical thinking, the thinking sideways, the Living, and the search for the answers that is
what is important. In Manitoba, as noted earlier, the content is represented by the subject
area curriculums and the process encornpasses the "foundation skills", including
technology.

1 believe Baudrillard (1991) could have actuaily CO-authored some of Adams'

work when he argues, "'For ethnology to live, its object must die." and "science never
sacrifices itself, it is always murderous" (pp.447-448). The restaurant at the end of the
universe is based on the destruction and death of the universe, it is the "raison d'etre",
that is why people dine there. Adams illustrates this idea with 'Deep Thought".

The

creators of the computer are astonished when they discover that theu super computer, the
very best in the whole universe continually refen to itself as the second best. After much

indirect cornparison and questioning they discover from "Deep Thought" that it is the
second best because, "1 spare not a single unit of thought on these cybemetic simpletons,

(its predecessors in the computer world) 1speak of none but the computer that is to corne
after me!" (1979, p. 127)

These thoughts represent the postrnodem idea of supplement. We add new, but
one day the new is also replaced by the newer. Just when we think we have found the

answer, when we have completed the uitimate task, or reached the goal, the bar is raised,
and there is something more to leam, a greater accomplishment to be achieved. Frank

Lloyd Wright was once asked what his best piece of architecture was; his response was
that it would be his next one. So it is with curriculum. The newest document is a
reflection of that moment in time. To avoid the murderous science, suggested by Adams
(1979) it must remain active and bring life to tomorrow; it must be flexible and adapt to
the changing world.

Fraggle Rock was a CBC television series during the 1980's that spawned a series
of chiIdren7sbooks. In the books, Doozers were little subterranean creatures that loved to
build. No sooner wodd they complete a project than they would deconstmct their
building and use the materials to reconstruct a better place. In one such book, Cotterpin 's
Peflect Building (Weiss, 1986) Cotterpin was just such a Doozer. As an architect, she

wished to build the perfect building and did not want to take it apart. It was only after a
few days that she began to realize her project could be irnproved here or there and agreed
to reconstruct anew. Our curriculum, and the use of educational technology, needs to be

constructed, deconstnicted and reconstructed to keep it "rich, recursive7relôtional and
rigorous" (Doll, 1993, p. 176).

A living, breathing, rigorous, and real curriculum sbould be evolving; it should be

supplemented. Postman (1992) creates an interesting discussion on what he calls a
technopoly. His suggestion is "the curriculum itself may be seen as a celebration of
human intelligence and creatïvity, not a meaningless collection of diplorna" (p.188).

Similar to Sam Keen, Postman argues for the story in cchis-story"-"1 mean a story of
human history that gives meaning to the past, explains the present, and provides guidance

for the future" (Postman, 1992. p.172). Postman offers an historical perspective on

technology. His first example is a dialogue with Thamus, the King of Egypt and Theuth,
an inventor of many things. The story recounts the introduction of writing and the

implications of the "new technology".
"Theuth, my paragon of inventors, the diswverer of an art is not the best judge of
the good or harm which will accrue to those who practice i t So it is in this; you
who are the father of writing, bave out of fondaess for your off-spring attributed
to it quite the opposite of its real bction. Those who acquïre it will cease to

exercise their memory and become forgetful; they will rely on Wnting to bring
things to their remembrance by extemal signs instead of their own internai
resources" (Postman, citing Plato, p.4).
We move fkom these ancient concem for technotogy to modern &y concems that "they

(cornputers) can impede creativity", afcording to the Alliance for Childhood (Montreal
Gazette, September 18,2000)
What is the point? As practitioners, we c m learn fiom scholarly research and we
can also leam fiom authors, actors and artists. Earlier, there was a pun accredited to
Marshai McLuhan, let us now turn that pun around and credit William Shakespeare, the
original author, who was the first to suggest that, 'Xll the world is a stage". As teachers
we are the actors. We present the joy, the laughter and sornetimes the tragedy.

The

c ~ c u l u mwe use must provide the fieedom of expression that allows children to be
exposed to those ideals and many more.

1 have attempted to show some of my own connections with how curriculum takes

on rneaning in classrooms. Monnational and educational technologies are part of the

new curriculum and need to be embraced and integrated with the current subject areas.
These are my thoughts, but even as this ink is drying, new ideas flow and like Cotterpin,
it may be time to start the curriculum review again.

The Provincial Curriculum

Having made the argument for theoretical curriculum 1 wish to take a moment to
discuss the fact that some might suggest that we do not have an c'educati~naltechnology"
c ~ c u l u min Manitoba even though we do have the document Technolow ar a

Foundation Skill (Manitoba Education and Training, 1998). Educational technology by

itself is not a curriculum in the sense of educational govemance, it has not k e n identified

as a core subject, and so a c ~ c u l u m
guide document does not exist. The TFS document
is a discussion paper that proposes beliefs and ideas on the subject of Information

Technology, as they prefer to cal1 i t The document even goes so far as to suggest skiU
sets and the three "Levels of Information Technology Literacy Continuum" (pp 17-18).

Manitoba Education and Training (MET) instituted a series of documents entitled
Renewing Education: New Directions, (1994 and 1995) in an attempt to restructure

Manitoba Schools and to provide public accountability through excellence measured by
provincial standards of achievement. It was here that educational technology's place was
established in what the Department referred to as a "foundsition skill", which is one of
four components of a core subject curriculum.
The foundation skill areas will be required fiom kindergarten to Senior 4.
They are fundamental in both teaching and learning and will be part of
instruction in every subject area. Each foundation ski11 area represents a
set of skiils that will enable students to transfer and apply knowledge and
allow teachers to design instruction for these purposes. They encompass
both the "what" and "hod' of teaching and leaniing across al1 subject
areas (MET, 1994. p.8).
The Department does make the clarification that 'Computersy' as a subject area may be

used to supplement experiences that students receive through the foundation skills taught
in every subject and at every grade level; however, this for the most part applies to

midde and senior schools, not elementary.

What I would like to do is connect

"foundation skili" and "curriculum" and attempt to treat them as a synoaymous term in a
philosophic sense.

As wted earlier, the Memam Webster (2000) definition of

curriculum is, "the courses offered by an educational institution."

In Manitoba al1

teachers must teach the four foudation skills in al1 subjects at al1 grade levels (A
Foundation for Excellence, 1995). Therefore, 1 believe the foundation skills MUST be
the Manitoba curriculum and the core subjects with their documents are the vehicles of

theçe foundation skills, the oveniding provinciai curriculum.

Although 1 have never seen the movie Buck To The Future, 1 like the title. If
Manitoba has made a move back to the basics, and returned to the three "R's", it has done
it with a modem day twist by insisting on technology as a foundation skilVcurriculum for
the future. Recent articles in the Winnipeg Free Press. Nationol Posf. McLean's and

other major Canadian news publications have questioned the use of technology in the
classroom. cCComputers
are 'another thhg in the class that (teachers) have to deal with,'
on top of the challenge of educaiing childrm, says Richard Smith, director of Simon

Fraser University's Center for Policy Research on Science and Technology" (Winnipeg
Free Press, December 2, 2000 p.C8). Groups like this, and the "Alliance for Childhood"
cited in Chapter One, continue to question the wisdom of integrating technology into the
classroom. It then behooves researchers to take up this challenge.

Curriculum Integration
The expectations placed on the school system by the public appear to change al1
too fiequently. The creation of documents, by Manitoba Education and Training, that

define the elemenm school prognunming to the minute, makes it increasingly difficult
to provide the postmodem c ~ c u l u mdescnbed earlier in this chapter. Manitoba has

prescnid the minimum teaching day to be 300 minutes. In that typical day, a minimum
of 225 minutes must be spent teaching the four core subjects, English Language Arts,
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. An additional 55 minutes is given to the
compulsory complementary courses of Physical Education and Arts. The remaining 20
minutes of the day may be allocated to optional supplernentary courses (New DirectionsThe Action Pian, p-64). This requirement prevents imy additional subjects or in some

cases even topics fiom k i n g introduced within the defhed day.

Curriculum integation may occur for a nurnber of reasons. The province may
recommend it when societal pressures demand schwls teach dmg awareness, family life
education, HiV awareness or even technology- Teachers rnay desire to integrate

curriculum to include areas of special interest to them or to include special interests of
îheir community, or to take advantage of special events, Iike efections, the Olympic
games or other major discoveries. "In essence, curriculum integration reflects the need
for children and educators to gain knowledge which will help them make decisions for
leading healthy, productive lifestyles7' (James & Adams, 1998. p.2). This sort of
integration can occur by selecting thematic nits or relating curricular concepts to real
life situations or issues. The main goal in curriculum integration is to link selected

activities back to the core subjects.

In order to bring out the "rich, recursive, relational and ngorous" curriculum as

Do11 (1993) suggests, 1 believe teachers have moved towards integration on another
level. "Curriculum integration is the result of thinkiog about the purposes of schools, the

sources of curricula, and the uses of knowledge.

With this is min& curriculum

integration is the act of bri~gingtwo or more disciplines together for the purpose of
malcing one curriculum which reflects the quaiities of al1 the disciplines and gives

maximum benefit to the leamer" (James & Adams, 1998. p.2). I would like to suggest
that it is at this level that the integration of a foundation skiil with a core subject takes
place. 1agree with James and Adams when they suggest that curriculum integration is as
much a reflection of an individual's philosophy about teaching and learning as it is about
the presentation of a curricular subject. As mentioaed earlier this is also reflected in the

reasons to engage in the integration process. The foundation skills that form the basis of
the Manitoba Curriculum are, in essence, belief statements. 1 believe that teachers will

assimilate and conform to them at theu own level.

Wawian and Huang (1995) reported that, as researchers, they saw no evidence of
integration of educational technology in 200 urban elementary schwls in the United
States. As 1 read the paper, I thought that 1 too, could anirm these results in my own
school, given the right observational conditions. 1 also lmow that 1 codd disprove these
findings providing the correct procedures were in place. Some teachers integrate while
others do not.

What are the key factors to consider when looking at barriers to

integration? As Ertmer et al (1999) suggest, there are two distinct levels of obstructions
to curriculum integration. They Say teachers may recognize the importance of technology
integration; however, they are harnpered by interna1 (level one) and extemal (level two)

barriers.

A fïrst-degree barrier involves adjustments to curent practices of teaching,

making them appear more effective and or efficient, but without making major changes in

personal belief systems. These are also referred to as extnnsic barries and include some
of the basics like lack of hardware, software or t h e to prepare, plan or become
cornfortable with the technology. These are simple barriers in the sense that 'money"
can solve these problems. Robert Dilts (1998) refers to these as "environmental factors."
In the curricular sense, I would liken these to the textbook.

To improve student

achievement, you could change the curriculum guide, buy a new book or series, acquire
your encyclopedia on a CIEROM or perhaps keep the same books and create a warm

class setting. In, Teaching Wifh Technology. Lloyd (2000) makes solid arguments for
why these are important, but in many cases his suggestions involve detailed planning
when building an information technology classroom. Some of those plans can certainly

cause major hstration when teaching with technology and involve issues like lighting,
sight lines, projection clarity, easy access to control panels, and menus.

Although

changing some of these small inhstructure issues may seem like small changes, they

rnay facilitate the larger issues.

These changes rnay be necessary, but using Dilts'

analogy, they are part and parce1 of a "nest7' and only represent part of the solution. "The
greatest barrier to eLearning rnay not be technology or resources, but our preconceived

social noms and beliefs" (sSchoolNews, Dec. 8, 2000). The article goes on to suggest
that some of the barriers are more complex and rnay require changes in attitudes and

beliefs. The authors of this article argue that we mua:
ccOvercornethe preoccupation that access to the world of ideas and instant
communication is dangerous and anti-social.
Move from a 'seat tirne' mentality and adjust the idea that leaming results
are more important than attendance in a traditional classroom.

Invest in tacher education and training to use the best the new technology
has to offer.
The educational infiastructure must prepare to adjust budgets to reflect the
availability of new resources" (Trends Rewrt 2000).
The second-degree barriers '%onfront beliefs about current practice and lead to
new goals, structures, or roles. Second-order barriers are intrinsic to teachers and include
beliefs about teaching, beliefs about cornputers, established classroom practices, and

unwiilingness to change (Ertrner, et ai, p.2). Other researchers pick up on this salient
point. Change does not easily occur unless teachers believe in the cause. @il& 1998,
1996; Fullan & Hargeaves, 1992; Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991) Our personal beliefs are

a very powerfùl influence on our behaviour. It is a widely understood and accepted fact
that if someone really believes he can do something, he will manage to accomplish it; but

if we believe something is
impossible, no amount of effort

wili convince us that it can be
done @ilts, 1998). Figure 2.1
is a graphic representation of

DiIts' nesting levels of change

-

Pm-

and leadership for change*

(Dilts, 1998, p.4), (Also Referred to as "'Nested Levels of Learning" Dyer, p. 10)

This particular image is from Dilts7 web article; however, John Dyer (2000) fiom the
Institute for Intelligent Behavior aiso utilizes it. Dyer and his associates have built this
concept into the theory of cognitive coaching. They suggest that if you wish to make
meaningful change you must focus on beliefs, values and identity. As Dilts (1998) states,

"Beliefs and values provide the reinforcement that supports or inhibits capabilities and
behaviors" (p.5) Theorists fiom many fields corne together in agreement on the next
concept. Dilts (1998) calls it, ccinfluen~ïng
poples' heart.. ." (p.5), Sharma (1998) calls
it ". .. leading fiom the heart.. ."(p. los), and in cooperative leaming, Johnson and
Johnson (1989) cal1 it "encourage the heart" (p. t O:8).

The integration of educational technology may require some changes in how

prograrns of instruction are delivered It will be important to take a close look at teacher
practices in the classroom as well as teachers' beliefs to determine what, if any, changes
need to occur. The past practice of adding more dollars to the budget to supplement
equipment addressed the Level One issues of the environment; we now need to examine
the Level Two barriers to truly assess the impact of the change on the elementary
classroom. "Before teachers embrace technology as an effective twl for teaching and
leaming, they must believe that what they are king asked to do will work and that it is
the best available solution to an identifiable educational problem" (Erüner et al, p. 13).

The Change Process
Educatiod or schwl reform is an important concept, if for no other reason than
it will become part of the identified issue of integration of technology in the classroom.

This is sometimes referred to as simply change or better still, improvement. Fullan and

Stiegelbauer (1991) suggest that, "implementing any strategy for improvement is itself a
fundamental implementation problem" (p.213). The focus in this instance will be change
for proposed improvement at the teacher or classroom level. Fullan and Hargreaves
(1 992) created an interesting title for their mowgraph, m a t 3 Worth Fighting For?

They argue that we should ask ourselves, what are we currently doing that is worth

keeping? Stated differently, what new innovation or practice c m we add to our repertoire
of teaching that will lead to improvement? In my study of technology integrahon into
the elementary classroom, there will be both ideas to fight for. There will be the fight to

maintain effective practices, as well as the suggestion to fight for change that leads to
improved classroom teaching and learning.

A nurnber of researchers have Wntten on school change, (see Costa & Garmston,
1994; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991; Fuiian & Stiegelbauer, 1991; Wallace, Engel, &

Mooney, 1997; Wohlstetter, Van Krk, Robertson, & Mohrman, 1997). These articles
discuss the renaissance school, strategic planning, school-based management, the
leaming school, and meaningful educational change. The ideas that come through loud

and clear are represented in quotations like, "However noble, sophisticated, or
enlightened proposais for change and improvement may be, they come to nothing if
teachers don? adopt them in their classrooms and if they don? translate them into
successfûl practice" (Fullan & Hargreaves p. 13).

ccActivelyrestnicturing schools

involved a variety of stakeholders in school governance, including individuals nom the
community. Schools that were most successful involved staff, parents, and sometimes

students in making decisioas" (WoMstetter, Van Kirk, Robertson, Mohrman, p. 5). "The
development of a vision supported by al1 major stakeholders prevents school reform from
becoming a casualty of intragroup sniping and subversion" (Wallace, Engel, Mooney,
p.91). Change involves people, and usually ïncludes those people recogm-zing their

beliefs in scholarly work, or modi-@hgtheir beliefs to facilitate the change process.

Even at the simplest level, innovative practices like curriculum integration are
multidimensional. Fullan and Stiegelbauer (199 1) support the research of Erttner et al
(1999, p.37) when they suggest there are at least tbree dimensions or components in

implementing change. The levels include the possible:
1. Use of new or revised muterials (direct instructional resources such as

curriculum materials or technologies),
2. Use of new teaching approuches (i-e., new teaching strategies or activities),
3. Alteration of beltefi (e.g., pedagogical assumptions and theories underlying
particular new policies or programs).
In analyzing the change process one must study the degree of change or adoption at each

level. It is possible that a change only occurs at the materials level. A piece of software
or cornputer platform is utilized with the same teaching approach and the same basic
beliefs. In this situation the actual change and development would be marginal at best

As we look at a change in schools that integrate educational technology there must be an
awareness of what changes have evolved in the integration of educational technology in
the ciassroom. As the educationa! connaisseur involved in this research, 1 must foçus on

each of these three aspects of the change in order to fully comprehend the subtle nuances
of successfül classrmm practice of integration of educational technology. It is the

complete understanding of these three factors that should enable me to describe best
practices and then be able to encourage more of it to occm

Chapter Summary

In this chapter 1 have attempted to review the literature that is pertinent to the key
concepts 1 have linked to the study. Some of the research has been web-based, relying

on information available through the University of Manitoba Library databases like
ProQuest, EbscoHost and ERIC listings. These were supported by timely, yet unsolicited

sources from the Canadian Association of Principals Listserv. Some of the electronic
sources provided bibliographies that directed me towards conventional library holdings
and finaily some leads came about through the daily newspapers and newsmagazines.

1 have argued that a new nrrricuIu112 is based on a pst-modem theoretical

description that 1 believe can become the ovemding principle for the way that children
should be taught in the elementary years. This instnictional approach includes the
integration of technology and will likely mean change for many teachers. There are
bamers to change, and those barriers are realized at two or three different levels. If these
changes do occur, care must be taken to insure the practices and beliefs become part of a
teacher/school culture to insure their successf- implementation.

Chapter 3
Methodology
If qualitative inqui'y in education is about anything, it is about îrying to
understand what teachers and children do in the settings in which they work.
(Eisner, 1991, p.11)

Initial Discussions and Background

In 1999 a group of Fort Gany School Division teachers involved in a joint

research partnenhip with the University of Manitoba decided to proceed with an analysis
of educational technology in the elementary years. The group saw a need to survey
elementary years teachers in the FOR Garry School Division, to formulate a picture of
what was happening in the area of teaching with computers. The raison d'erre was to

respond to the criticisms, that a great deal of financial resources had been committed to
"computers" and that there was Little to show for it in terms of student achievement.

To better understand the context of what 'the great deal of resources' represents,

Table 3.1 indicates total divisional budgetary expenditures in the area of information
technology.

It is

difficult to break

1 Table 3.1

Information Technology - Fort C a m School Division #S
1999-2000
Total:
1998-1999
Year:

1

down the categories
to specific dollar

value designated to
the Kindergarten to

(Source: Fort Garry School Division- Secretary Treasurer's Department)

Grade 6 program; however, the public perception is that in the two-year period identifie4

1

in excess of 1.8 million dollars was spent on technology in the Fort Garry School

Division.

There are numerous studies that have attempted to address the effect of
tecbology on student achievement. Those that 1 have seen suggest that teaching with
technology cm improve student achievement. The eSchool News reporthg on the
Trends Report 2000 proclaims on behalf of the software industry, "The digitization of the

school operational processes will provide more bang for the education buck, s o h a r e and
online content will continue to improve, and the public will begin to see a payoff for the
investment being made by schwl ..." (Guerard, p.4). One particular Canadian study for
SchoolNet states, "In situations where appropriate support conditions are provided to the
teachea using KT,(Information and Communication Technologies) increases in student
Iearning are found (Lafemere, 1999, p.5). The study goes on to look carefully at the

subject and notes that in longitudinal studies in the United States, the classrooms "do

look different". This thesis will examine what those differences look like and to analyze
what the "appropnate situations and support conditiom'' are that lead to improved student
achievement.

The Initial Plan

M e r the eariy discussions held by the study group, p a v e Benson, Elaine Egan,

Denis Hlynka, John Howden, Jim WeIsh, and Leona Wiens) Wiens embarked on a search
of survey of instruments that were created to address teachers' attitudes towards
educational technology. The result was dozens of web-based sites that had k e n used by

schools and districts primarily in the United States. They included well known resources

like StaR Charts from the CE0 Forum, The Texas Centre for Educational Technology
(TCET), The North Central Regionai Educatioaal Laboratory (NCrtec) and the Utah

Technology Awareness Project to name but a few (see Table 3.2). These sites were then
passed to me for compilation into a "made for Fort Garry" survey, aimed originally at a
K-4 audience but later adapted to the entire range of the elementary program.

Table 3.2

Popuiar Web Based Survey Instruments:

Source:

Web URL:

TCET

hm://129.120.113.30/researchhdex~
htm

1

The initial plan was that this study would be quantitative in nature. In fact, an

instrument was created (Appendix C) that may enable researchers examine teachen'
beliefs and attitudes towards technology. As the fourth draft was king prepared, it was
shared with Elaine Egan, a third member of the study team. In preparation for her own

comprehensive exams, she was asked to cdeconstruct7'the dr& instrument. Working
independently in the Spring of 2000 Egan and 1 came to the same conclusions about the
survey k i n g constnicted and 1 decided to move to an open-ended s w e y , dong the lines

of a John Belland (1991) and Elliot Eisner (1991) ccconnoisseurship77mode1 of
educational criticism.

h analyzing the instrument my colleagues and I believed that the original plan
was fiawed and may have provided unreliable data, or data that could be misunderstood
and or misinterpreted. Frankel and Devers (2000) support the rationale for changing
research models. They state that, ccQualitativemethods are needed when the questions
being asked pose puzzles that are difficult, if not impossible to address using

conventional research approaches" (p.2). An example of this can be seen in the belief

statements on teacher professional development shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1

Pieas8 select the box that best rsflects your belief Mers:
SD = S t m m l Disame
~
and SA = Stronnly Aaree.

1 believe that textbooks will be secondary to elecuonic
media within 5 years. This means nry teaching styie
wiii need fo change to accornm&e
the
1 believe that the role of schools d l be dramatically
changed because of the Intemet. This means my
teaching style will need fo change ro accotnmcx&e the
shifr.

sm

2

1

/

I I I 1

(Italics represents modifications made after the fourth ciraft)

Egan, Hlynka, Welsh and Wiens who reflected on the questions, wondered why
these "belief' statements were included in a survey on attitudes.

They had been

included, because, 1 saw them as cntical beliefs. 1argued that those responding in Agree

or Strongly Agree categories would be aware of the impact that these statements would
have on teacher service and pre-senice training and professional development. Those

beliefs would have reflected an attitude towards acceptance of effective professional
development opportunities. The debate that followed suggested, that as a closed survey
question, the responses fiom teachers completing the quantitative s w e y would not

necessarily reflect my intention, in asking the original question.

1

In a second case, the flaw could be that the resdtant answers may have supplied

misleading information. For example, in the questions in Figure 3.2, the time indicated
Figure 3.2
2) Students engage in Intemet-based activities for curricular purposes during the schwl day:
(minutes/week)

-O minutes
-4

6 4 minutes

-less than 15 minutes
-more than 90 minutes

-15-45 minutes

by the teacher may not be indicative of the qua@ of time spent on the Internet. Answers

of More than 90 minutes might suggest extensive and creative use of the students on the

worldwide web.

On the other hanci, it could also suggest inabiiity of teacher in

structuring appropriate learning experiences and or inability of students to conduct

effective sestrches. Weak hardware and or slow comectivity could also result in long wait

periods or slow downloads of information.

Would the interpretation of the quantitative data of less time be a negative

reflection? In reality, this could be representative of fast efficient machinery andor
effective student work?

As McCracken (1988) explains, "Without a qualitative

understanding of how culture mediates human action, we can h o w only what the
numbers tell us. The long qualitative i n t e ~ e w
is useful because it can help us to situate

these numbers in their fuller ... context" (p.9).

A Change in Plans

The quantitative data had potential, but it was detennined that the information
sought required detail, depth, and above dl, discussion.

It was becomiag evident that,

"a pre-formulated plan of procedure indifferent to emerging conditions (was) the surest
path to disaster. Flexibility, adjustment, and iterativity are three hallmarks of qualitative
method" (Eisner, 1991, p, 170). For these reasons, the methodology was changed fkom a
quantitative to a qualitative researcb modei.

As a new mode1 was king selected, consideration was given to a multi faceted
approach to the qualitative researcb Ted Aoki (1991) suggests that there are three ways
to assess the effectiveness of chculum. He diseusses Habermas' paradigms and re-

labeled them:
1. Ends-Means (Technical) Evaluation Orientation.
2. Situational Interpretive Evaluation Orientation.
3, Critical Theoretic Evaluation Orientation (Aoki, 1991, p.66)

Aoki and his research team used al1 three streams to assess the provincial Social Studies

curricuium and report to the British Columbia (Canada) Department of Education in
1977. With an experienced team and the appropriate resources, this approach provides an

exhaustive analysis of a topic.

I became very interested in his Critical Theoretic

Evaluation Orientation because of its similarity to comoisseurship.

Aoki identifies six

questions that are important considerations for this orientation:
1. What are the perspectives underlying Curriculum X?
2. What is the implied view of the student or the teacher held by the
curriculum planner?
3. At the root level, whose interests does Curriculum X serve?
4. What are the root metaphon that guide the curriculum developer, the
curriculum implementer, or curriculum evaluator?

5. What is the basic bias of the publisher/author/developerof prescribed or

recornmended resource materials?
6. What is the cUmculum7ssupporting worldview?
(p.75)
Although 1 believed this may be the best way of conducting the project it was beyond the

means of one individual conducting their fint formal research project to attempt al1 three
tasks. The new challenge then became chwsing my approach to the question-

"1 know of no 'method' for the conduct of qualitative inquiry in general or for

educational criticism in particula.. There is no codified body of procedures that dictates
how to produce a perceptive, insightfbl, or illuminahg study of the educational world.

Unfortunately-or fortunately-in

qualitative matters cookbooks ensure nothing"

(Eisner, 1991, p. 169). A qualitative approach utilizing criticism or the connoisseurship
mode1 can include many sophisticated ways of gathering data for evaluation purposes.
The actual methods can become very cornplex utilizing audiotapes, a videotape recorded
lesson presented by a teacher, data gleaned fiom obsewation of students at work and
even displays of student work on bulletin boards. Eisner says, "My main aim, however,
is not to constnict a laundry list of potential &ta
C O M O ~ S S ~ U ~..S" ~(1~99
~ .1,

sources for educational

p. 8 1) nor is it mine- In fact, it is my intent to keep the process

very simple, on a first effort, and to focus on the long answer interview, supplementedby

observations of the physical structure of the school itself

It is with some trepidation that 1 acknowledge comments made by Rex Gibson
(1991).

An opponent of the qualitative approach, it is with some cynicism, that he is

cntical of the researcher, on a personal level. 'What is k i n g demandecl here is not

simply that the critic can be a critic; he must be an artist too. As we shall see, it is very
difficult for the average human king to resist such a flattering and seductive invitation7'
(p.487). He goes on to label qualitative research as "...narcissistic, self indulgent..."

In this thesis 1 have selected the long answer ù i t e ~ e wstyle questions. This
approach allows the researcher to step into the mind of another, "to don the shoes of
another human being7' (Eisner, 1991, p.37) and see the world as they do. Creswell,
(1994) Easton, McComish, and Greenberg, (2000), Eisner, (1991) and McCracken (1988)

warn of the dangers and pitfalls that must be considered when atternpting to work in the

area of qualitative research using the long answer interview process. Eisner (1991) lists
six features, McCracken (1988) focuses on nine key issues, while Easton, McComish and

Greenberg (2000) talk of three pitfalls and Creswell (1994) supplies a checklist for

designing a qualitative procedure.

Instrument Design

The instrument design cm be simple or complex it is important to keep
in mind that the researcher is the instrument in the qualitative inquiry (Eisner, 1991). As

questions that would answer my
the researcher, 1 needed to create long answer i n t e ~ e w
three research questions. In order to answer these three research questions, 1created six
questions that were designed to elicit a variety of responses: direct factual information,
teacher beliefs, opinions, dreams and visions. The respondents' answers to these six
questions where then filtered back into the three research questions. (See Figure 3.3) If

the initial questions elicited a minimal response, probing questions were posed (see
Appendix B) for more detailed answers.

Long L
Part II

When were you fust aware
that you were integrating

educational technology as part
of your teaching repertoire?
Could you please describe for
me a significant activity for
you and or your class that
ùivolved the integration of
educational technology?

The editor of a distinguished
educationaljournal has just
invited you to submit an essay
on your use of educational
technology in the classroorn.
What is the titie of your article
and what are the key points for
discussion?
How can we as individuals,
school staffs or a division
cause more integration of
educational technology to
occur in our
classroom/schools?
Are there any issues or
concems r e g d n g the
integration of educational
technology in the elementary
classroom that you wish to
add?

How do the educatioaal
technology leaders in the
elernentary years define
educational technology?
What are some of the
significant stories/experiences
that technology leaders talk
about:
a) when they first
started
integrating
technology into
theù teaching;
b) b) and, howthey
are integrating
technology now?

What issues, concens and
recommendations have the
educational technology leaders
identified as criticai to the
integration of educational
technology in the elementary
years?

Six Festures of Qualitative Inquiry
'Tew writers agree on a precise procedure for data collection, analysis, and
reporting of qualitative research" (Creswell, 1994, p. 143). "Some scholars believe that
literature should be reviewed prior to beginning a study; others argue thïs may impede the
researcher from t d y listening, observing and r e m d g open to new concepts and ideas"
(Frankel and Devers, p. 1-2).

"The researcher should also be the interviewer and the

transcriber, however this is not possible or feasible in many cases" (Easton, McComish
and Greenberg, 2000, p.707).

Although Eisner (1991) prefers not to follow an actual stepby-step process or

method, 1 have turneci to the works of McCracken (1988) and Creswell (1994) as their
models best exempli6 the process that 1 will follow. 1 have identified six features that
are common components of McCracken7sand Creswell's work: 1)the assumptions of the
qualitative design, 2) data collection, 3) data recordhg procedures, 4) data analysis
procedures, 5) verification, and 6) the narrative outcorne.

Feature 1: The Assumptions of Qualitative Design
There are at least five distinct assumptions, they are: 1) the group sampled, 2) an
inductive process, 3) self as instrument, 4) fieldwork, and 5) environmental hazards.

The fust assumption of the qualitative design is the nature of the sample group.

This is the fundamental difference between qualitative and the quantitative processes.

McCracken says, "the first prïnciple is that 'less is more'. It is important to work longer,
and with greater care, with a few people than more superfïcially with many of them"

(p. 17). It is for this reason that the sample to be intecviewed is not to exceed one person
per school and not likely more than a dozen in total. The person fiom each school will be

selected or nominated by their principal as someone who is recognized as cornfortable
with the integration of educationd technology andor a technology leader in the building.

There is no random sample and it is not expected that the group will be representative of

a larger population. The data the nominated group supplies may very well be skewed in
favour of technology; however, the patterns or interrelationships that may emerge fiom
the dialogue are of greater interest than is the physical data. I will be looking for how the

participants "make sense of their lives, experiences, and their structures of the world"

(Creswell p. 145).

The second açsumption is that qualitative research follows an inductive proçess.
(see Creswell, 1994; Frankel & Devers, 2000, McCracken, 1988)

"The qualitative

researcher's task ofien consists of describing and understanding people and groups'
particular situations, experiences, and meanings before developing andor testing more

general theories and explanations" (Frankel & Devers, p.3). This, in itself, poses other
cautions for the qualitative researcher. Again it is process and as such it is ongoing. It is
"dynamic".

"The qualitative researcher expects the nature and definition of analytic

categones to change in the course of a project" (McCracken, 1988, p.16). It is partially
for this reason that I provided narrative background at the beginning of this chapter. I

have indeed made changes in this project, even before it came d o m to actually
commencing the research itseK

The third assumption is the self as an instrument (Creswell, 1996; Eisner, 1991;
McCracken, 1988) The qualitative researcher is the primary instrument for data
collection. McCracken refen to this as a metaphor and explains that as the instrument,
researchers mut filter al1 information through their persona1 experiences.

"The

qualitative researcher uses a lens that pennitts a much less precise vision of a much
broader strip" (p. 16).

Once again referring specifically to McCracken, he uses

expressions like ccwinnow(ing)the data" and "rummaging process" (p. 19). The research
into autobiography as educational research discusses the influence of "self'.

The

Backhouse (2997) dissertation is a journal of life experience related to the
implementation of an educational technology plan in his small rural school. Graham
(1991) devotes his book, Reading and Writing the Selfto a better understanding of how

autobiography plays a significant role in research. Sam Keen (1971) was the first to draw
the 'T' influence to my attention. "1 have found it necessary to search for the foundations

of my identity and dignity in the intimate, sensuous, idiosyncratic elements of my own
experience. 1 have had to discover the principles without which 1 could not be. 1 share
rny reflections because 1am convinced that my story is not atypical" (p.2).

McCracken asks a key question, "Who does the respondent think the investigator
is" (p.22)? There are many variables here, mostly dealing with first impressions:

appearance, dress, speech, persodity traits, title, etc. One important lesson is that the

investigator must control as many of these cues as possible, and must also be aware of the
influence the uncontrolled ones may have on the way the i n t e ~ e w e eresponds to
questions. McCracken talks about the balance between formality and informality, and
about risks:

The respondent in a qualitative i n t e ~ e w
is subject to several risks. Participation
in qualitative interviews c m be time consurning, privacy endangering, and
intellectually and emotionally demanding in ways that quantitative interviews
rarely are. To make matters worse, it is diEcult for many respondents to
anticipate these dangers at the outset of the interview. Investigators must take
pains to see that the respondent is not overtly or subtly victimized by the
interview process (p.27).
in this partïcular study 1 may be acquainted with those king interviewed; 1 may have
taught with some or even served as their vice principal. My own school was on the list

and 1 could have been perceived as the 'Cadministration".That type of relationship may

have irnpacted on the responses from a teacher on staff- In this particuiar situation, 1 was
ready to request the school principal participate in the interview, however, the nominated
questions.
teacher felt cornfortable answering the i n t e ~ e w

The fourth assumption is fieldwork (Creswell, 1994; Eisner, 1991; McCracken,
1988). The researcher must go out to observe the actual setting and engage the people in

their natural surroundings. It is through this authentic practice that real discoveries are
made. McCracken relates his own experience in research involving an elderly woman.
"As 1 listened tu her, a new perspective arrived suddenly and with force. 'My Go& I
thought, this isn't a household, it's a museum. Its funiishings are not inanimate objects
and consumer goods, but memonals" (p.20). In this particular study, my fieldwork could
involve visiting as many as thirteen different sites. The fieldwork is more than going out

to conduct a long interview with a teacher. "The field focus that 1descnk is not limited
to places in which humans interact, it also includes the study of inanimate objects: school
architecture, .- . classroom design, ... anything that has import for education is a potential
subject matter of qualitative study" (Eisner, 1991, p.32). AIthough, my prhary source of
data is the interview, 1 will remain cognizant of physical factors and features of a schml's
structure, age and demographics.

Easton, McComish and Greenberg (2000) caution the investigator on the f o u .
assumption, environmental hazards. They support multi-site -dies

as providing "rich

data" but remind the researcher of the attention to details when gathering information in
unfamiliar settings. In my project, the preferred site will be the nominated member's
workspace, although as promised, the time and location will be at the interviewee's
convenieilce. It is my belief that the participants will find it easiest to meet at their
workplace rather than travel to unfarniliar surroundings, to '%entra1 office" or to my
office. Although indirectly stated, 1 believe McCracken would also support meeting on

"home turf". It provides a degree of cornfort and control for the participant in a situation
where the person asking the questions is really the one in charge.

Feature 2: Data Collection
The primary data collection process involved a long answer i n t e ~ e wwith a

teacher in each elementary schwl in the Fort Garry School Division. In Chapter VIII of
The Enlightened Eye. Eisner provided suggestions on gaining permission or access to

participants. This process began in September 2000 with a letter to the Superintendent,

of the Fort Garry School Division, seeking permi-ssion in pnnciple to proceed with the

study. Secondly, an application from the University of Manitoba Research Ethics Board
(WB) (see Appendix A) was prepared and submitted for approval. In Iate November,
the REB reviewed the long answer interview application and gave approval for the

questionnaire to proceed.

Once permission was granted, I was ready to collect the data McCracken, (1988)

identifies the development of the questionnaire as one of the key issues. "The entire
success of the enterprise depends upon drawing out the respondent in precisely the right

mamer" (McCracken, 1988, p.21)- Sbamia (1998) in his fictional book on leadership
says it is time to,

". ..stop listening with the intent to respond. Listen instead with the

intent to understand" (p.lO1). The suggestion is consistent with Costa and Garmston's

(1994) approach to "cognitive coaching" (I
d l reserve comment for cognitive coaching
in the recommendations section in Chaptet 6) "We need to listen to what people have to

Say about their activities, their feelings, their lives. ... It is surprising how much people
are willing to Say to those whom they believe are really willing to listen" (Eisner, 1991,
p. 183). Although, Eisner (1991) cautions against the formal, questionnairesriented

encounten, McCracken (1988) promotes it and lists four fiinctions of the questionnaire:
1. It covers al1 the terrain in the same order.
2. It allows scheduling of the prompts necessary to manufacture distance.
3. It establishes chanaels for the direction and scope of discourse.
4. It allows the investigator to give attention to the informant.
@p. 24-25)
The questions noted earlier and displayed in Figure 3.3 in this chapter were posed
to each participant. Part 1 had k e n designed to serve as an "ice breaker",

an o p p o d t y

to establish a personal level of contact, prior to the key questions involving beliefs and
practices in Part 11.

Feature 3: Data Recording Procedures

Participants provided permission to tape record the conversations for transcription
when they agreed to the interview process. The conversations were recorded using both a
transcribed the tapes. I
tape recorder and a dictaphone. A typist under my s u p e ~ s i o n
took care to insure the proper working order of ail mechanical devices.

Easton,

McComish and Greenberg (2000) dealt specifically with concrete suggestions in this
area. They warn of most every possible problem ranging fiorn equiprnent failure and

dead batteries to extraneous noises like ventilation fans, telephones and school bells.

Participants were provided with a hard copy of the interview prior to my analysis.
This was done to insure the transcribed document was accurate and that there were no

errors in content due to misunderstanding the recorded tape or typographical errors. This
strategy also provided participants a second opporhmity to clan@ or alter a previous
statement prior to my analysis.

Feature 4: Data Analysis Procedures

Eisner (1991) devotes Chapter II in his book to charactenstics of qualitative
research. The discussion is more than just description of features of qualitative research;
it becomes a defense of the practice as a bunufide mode of research. He begins by going

to the heart of the matter, as he would expect a connaisseur to do. He presents

irnmediately the case for the results of the methodology. Using the knowledge of
language he leads the reader through the evolution of the term empirical. He identifies
the original intent of the Latin (empericus) and Greek (emperikos) mots to mean
aperience. Traditionally empirical evidence was reserved for scientific quantitative

study. Eisner suggests there is a place for empincal evidence in the realm of qualitative
research or the art of connoisseurship. "Neither science nor art can exist outside of
experience, and the experience requires a subject matter.

That subject matter is

qualitative" (Eisner, 199 1 . P.27). McCracken (1988) strengthens this argument when he
discusses the matches in experience that occur between i n t e ~ e w e rand participant.
"Matches require substantiation and confimation fiom the remainder of the interview
analysis. They must be c o n h e d over and over before they become admissible as
evidence" (p.20). Repetitive social practices, cornmonly held beliefs, or accepted
arguments become precedents in our society. These precedents h o m e the accepted

"tnusrns". This in h m becomes the empirical evidence of the qualitative investigative
reporter, listening to the experts speak.

Eisner (1991) argues that we must also h d a way to represent our experiences
and that the most cornmon way is through the medium of language. He goes on to say
that, "One feature of a medium is that it mediates and anything that mediates changes

what it conveys; the map is not the temtory and the text is not the event. We learn to

write and to draw, to dance and sing, in order to re-present the world as we know it"
(p.27). This idea is similar to Marshall McLuhan's (1967) concept, the medium is the
message. Stephen R. Covey must share the insight with Eisner because he cautions,

'Paradigms are like maps. They're not the temtory; they descrii the temtory. And if
the map is wrong-. .." (Covey, 1997, p.8). As the researcher, 1 must be careful that the

map is a common vision and the paradïgm is shared Again McLuhan and Fiore reflect

on the idea, "Globes make my head spin. By the time 1lacate the place, they've chmged
the boundaries" (McLuhan & Fiore, 1968).

As I move £rom researcher to author and engage the writing phase, 1 take on the

interpretive character (Eisner, 1991). 'Tirst it means that inquirers try to uccountforwhat
they have been given an accomt

O$"

In the data analysis process the researcher is

attempting to discover why something is taking place and the motives of the participants
in the situation. Hopefûlly, the map or the account created is accurately reported through
the researchers filters and does not change before the researcher has had the opporhullty

for final analysis.

This role can lead to the Eisner's fourth feature, expressive language or the
author's personal voice, showing empathy and understanding as a result of personal life
experiences. A contentious issue, the quantitative researcher "is often regarded as the

enemy of cognition 1 reject such a view. To read about people or places or events that
are emotionally powerfùl, and to receive an eviscerated account is to read somethuig of a

lie. Why take the heart out of situations we are tryiag to help readers understand"
(Eisner, 1991, p.37)? Chapter Four, the report of the i n t e ~ e wwill be written in a

narrative form, to maintain the passion and artistry that represents the best practices as
described by the educationai technology leaders.

Feature 5: Verificstion Procedures

It is this area that causes concem among the members of the scientific research
community. In quantitative research there is the whole field of statistics to verify and

validate findings. In qualitative research it is different, "Qualitative researchers have no
single stance or consensus on addressïng traditionaï topics such as validity and

reliability" (Creswell, p. 157). McCracken (1988) attempts to create a list of qualities that
data should exhibit, and ironically they are adapted nom a scientific theory model. He

1. It must be exact, so that no unnecessary ambiguity exists.
2. It must be economical, so that it forces us to make the minimum number

of assumptions and still explain the data
3. It must be mutually consistent, so that no asseriion contradicts another.
4. It must be extemally consistent, so that it conforms to what we kww

independently know about the subject matter.
5. It must be unified, so that assertions are organized in a manner that

subsumes the specific within the geaeral, unifying where possible,
discriminatïng when necessary.
6 . It must be powemil, so that it explains as much of the data as possible
without sacrificing accuracy.
7. It must be fertile, so that it suggests new ideas, opportunities for insight.
@-5O)

These principles do not necessarily guarantee truth, but within the reaim of
qualitative research there are multiple truths. In discussing validity, we might consider
utilizing the analogy of law. Eisner (1991) says we do not require certainty, only

reasonable doubt about the validity of the verdict. He goes on to argue that we can never
be absolutely certain that we have found tmth; that we are always "stuck with judgments

and interpretations" (p.109). There may be literal and metaphoncal truth. Although not

factually accurate, these truths can also teach and influence our choices. The works of

literary greats like Shakespeare serve as a prime example. Adherence to McCracken's
(1988) principles will require the attention of a connaisseur, someone who h o w s the

field of study intimately, and someone who can see the parallels and draw the analogies.

Feature 6: Narrative Outcornes of the Study

The final report of hdings will be in the form of a descriptive narrative. Even
though this part sounds relatively easy it will represent a challenge. McCracken (1988)

makes the simple point tâat writing up the results can be difficult. Some of the difficuity
is as basic as compiling the information.

(McCracken, p.43)

Frankef and Devers (2000) wam that it could take between 4-6 hours to transcribe one
hour of audiottape, this project could equate up to 6 hours of tape. The management and
analysis of data is shown Figure 3.4. "Most of the work that remains is the laborious
process of herding these observations and insights into a single pasture" (McCracken,
1988, p. 53).

The figure provides a graphic depicting how the narrative will be structured.
Beginning with transcript, the utterances are reviewed for literal meaning and little

concern for the part the comment may play in the bigger picture. McCracken (1988)
refers to this as the archaeologist stage, where important comments are sorted fiom
marginal or non-important comments.
"utterance to entranceway".

In Stage 1, choices and selection begins,

At this point care should be given not to advance to

assumptions, but rather treat metaphors literally. McCracken says that, this is where the
interviewer starts to become the instrumentyto read the data as well as interpret how the
data impacts on the self. The intuition cornes to a conscious level and matchïng literature

reviews with interview data starts to take place. Stage 2 has three sections. The original
idea is extended allowing its implications and possibilities to surface.

A list of

observations is created and there is an attempt to build relationships, similarities,
including opposition and contradiction amongst them. Stage 3 is one of rennement.
Patterns and themes should be emerging and the investigator begins speculating on the
data being scrutinized. Stage 4 is time for judgment. McCracken uses the analogy of

coral here.

He says that the transcript will now have little buadles of comments

encircling hem, creating a reef of information thet will require harvesting and
winnowing.

The surviving data needs to be organized in a hierarchal fashion for nnal

analysis. Stage 5 is a review of Stage 4 findings from each separate interview. The main
themes fiom each i n t e ~ e w
are compared and contrasted to see how they will fit into a
summary for the theses. At this point, the invesbigator no longer discusses the individual
responses but rather in terms of the culture the combination has created.

These

observations become the conclusions of the sîudy-

Chapter Summary
This chapter has reviewed the methodology that will be used in this study. The

methodology has evolved over t h e from a quantitative to a qualitative approach using a
connoisseurship or educational criticism design.

1 have attempted to identiq the

implications of this type of study, relying on the research finding of Eisner (1991) with
reflections from McCracken (1988), Creswell(1994), and the research teams of Easton,
McComish and Greenberg (2000), and Frankel and Devers (2000). Comoisseurship or
educational criticism is a powerfid method. The research findings suggest that there are a
variety of ways of implementing my study, and consistent with the theory, informed

choices during the process become key factors durùig analysis and reporting phases of
the thesis. "When relatively less is known about a topic, change is rapid, or discovering

a new theoretical or substantive kuowledge is emphasized, the qualitative researcher may
begin with a more exploratory research question and refhe it through a series of studies"
(Frankel & Devers, 2000, p.4). The Integrution of Educaiionol Technology in the

Elementary Years CurrimIum is that exploratory venue, and perhaps just the e
s
t in a
series of studîes.

Chapter Four

The Interviews
The picture of a classroom with a blackbom~the teacher ut thefiont of the room
and a collection of eager, excited leamers with an essential homogeneity that
ensures collective learning is a nostalgie illusion Today it is individual needs
and the expectaiion of tailored response thut must capture the attention of the
successful reocher. A roomful of electronic equïpment with which the studenrs
ofren seem more ut home than the teacher represents o major challenge.
(Sirnmons and Pitman, 1994, p.9)

During the month of December, 2000 invitations were sent to al1 of the

elementary schools in the Fort Garry School Division. Each principal was invited to

nominate a staff member to participate in the long interview process as described in
Chapter Three. Of the thirteen invitations, there were nine responses fiom the principals.
A letter of invitation was then sent to the nominated teachers and a positive response was

received fiom eight schools.

Brief demographic descriptions of the thiaeen schools, to which invitations were
sent, were provided in Chapter One and Chapter Three. The schools that accepted the

invitation represent the full range of school structures descnbed in Chapter One and
Chapter Two. That is to Say, there is at least one school each of early years, middle

years, French immersion, K-6, and K-9 participating in the study. Four schools did not
respond to the invitation and no follow up was planned as it was assurned that the
principals chose not to participate in the study.

Al1 i n t e ~ e w s were conducted as per the description provided in the

methodology. The i n t e ~ e w stwk place during the months of January and February
2001, and they were arranged at the couvenience of the participant, =me occumhg

before classes in the moming, some during the day during release time, and some d e r
school, and ail were at the participants' work site. The schwl principals nominated the
participants utilizing the prescribed criteria, "...a teacher who is acknowledged as king

someone who is cornfortable in the use of educatiod technology or who is a rnember of
the school's technology leadership team." This was not a random selection process and

so it would not be appropriate to make strong arguments suggesting that this is a
representative group. However, 1have included a table of information about the teachers,
to highlight the feature that almost al1 grades fkom K-6 were represented.

This range of grade experience provided for a better than anticipated group to

A

teachers and reported in greater detail later in this

B

chapter demonstrated that the integration of educational

C
D

technology can and does work effectively in al1 ,

E
F
G
H

elementaxy grades. In addition to the grade levels, the
group included one middle years teacher and one K-6

1
2

4
4

3

13

4
5
6

K-6

4
10
10
16

7

16

Table 4.1

specialist, who will not be described in any other way so as to protect my promise of
maintaining their anonymity.

\

There was a wide range of years in teaching experience amongst the participants.
Some of the teachers had as few as four years teaching in the classroom and others with
as many as sixteen years experience. The eight participants averaged 9.6 years of fulltime teaching experience. The group included six female and two male participants.

Participant Profiles
As indicated by Table 4 . 1 , I will descnk briefly backgrounds of the participants.

Teacher A is a Grade one, classroom teacher. She bas been teaching a total of fou.years;
however only the last two have been in the Fort Garry School Division. She began her

career in che Division Scolaire Franco Manitobun

19 and is currently teaching French

Immersion. She has a computer at home with an Intemet connection. Teacher A utilizes
this computer for school activities ranging fiom preparing lessons and activities, doing

research and preparing student assessrnent and reports. She added that with a computer
on her desk at schml "1 am able to do much more at school now!" She also has two other
cornputers without Internet comection for student use.

Teacher B has taught a total of four years in a Grade two classroom in the
Division. She descriid her home computer as an older Windows-based machine. She

would like to have a laptop, and currently uses her Internet capable computer at home for
banking and shopping. She explained, "1 do not do school work on it, because 1 bad
Word on it and 1 do not have it anymore." Through an extended conversation it was

discovered if Word was available at home she wodd do school preparations there.
Although a relative newcomer, she has been recognized by her c o l l e ~ e sas a

f r o n t m e r in use of technology in reporthg student achievement via computerized
report cards. She has one computer in the classroorn, which is primarily for teacher use,
but her students do use it daily to access information like current weather conditions.

Teacher C has worked at the same school for thirteen years and is currently
assigned Grade 3, although he has also taught Grade 4 and a combined age group class.
Teacher C has a computer on his desk and is in the process of hooking up a web miniCam, a gifk fiom a parent. Teacher C "...removed the one student classroorn computer, it
was not productive, kids gathered around.. .". He also has an older home computer with

a high-speed co~ectionthat is used for personal as well as schml based activities. He

mentioned that he spent a weekend developing a class home page. He claims to have
spent several hours leamhg the software package, Netscape Composer.

Teacher D has had substitute and term teaching experience in addition to her four
years full tirne experience in two different schools in the Division. Although she does not

have a computer on her desk, she does have access to a small pod of computers shared by
her grade level. These networked and Internet ready computers serve student needs,
including special needs prograrnming. Teacher 4 said she has an older (386) computer at

home that is used to prepare university papers and assignrnents. It is too slow and old to
consider for Intemet andor other demanding prognuns and applications, but still serves a
purpose as a word processor and is used to prepare class materials, tests and other such
activities.

Teacher E has ten years experience in the Division. She began in a term position
that included release t h e for teaching "cornputers" to students as young as kindergarten.

She currently teaches a Grade 5 class. Teacher E has a connected computer on her desk
with a laser printer in the classrwm and the good fortune of having the school lab

adjacent to her teaching station. She has an older computer at borne, one she described

as, " a boat anchor, it's a 486. ...connecte& disconnected - we hwk it up through Escape
in the summer for email." During an extended conversation, she said that she wodd like

to get a laptop because of the flexibility it offers, especially when combined with the

docking station feature now available through the Divisional supplier.

Teacher F has worked in the Division for over twenty years and has accumulated
ten years experience in various grade levels. She is now teaching Grade 6, but she is in
the first year at her present school.

She has a Master's Degree in Educational

Technology. The classroom cornputer is readily accessible to her students and she uses it
to complete administrative tasks such

as report cards, email, and Intemet research.

Teacher F is the only participant that indicated the availability of two cornputers at home,

both of them more current than any of the other participants. Both computers are

Pentiums, the newest k i n g recently purchased through the employee payroll deduction
program. She was the only participant interviewed who was enrolled in the employee
purchase program. This program allows an employee to purchase a computer with

twelve equal payroll deductions, at tender cost, interest fiee. 'The vast majority of my
prep is done at home. 1 use Word for tests, Internet for research, creating lessons plans.. .

1 tend to pull things off the 'Net" and email them to myseK I keep three separate [email]

accounts so that 1know where I'm sending material al1 the tirne.. - ".

Teacher G is a teacher lïbrarian with sixteen years experience and she has contact
with teachers and students at al1 grade levels. The lïirary is a center of resource-based

learning and so she has a small pod of networked and Internet ready cornputers available
for staff, students, and her. She has an older computer at home. It is Internet connected,
however it is a Mac and not compatible with Divisional software programs. "My next
computer will be an IBM", she added.

Teacher H is not an elernentary teacher; however, he is the elementary team
leader with responsibility for assisting teachen in the elementary years. NI of his sixteen
years teaching have k e n outside of the elementary grades. He is also actively pursuing

studies in the field of educational technology and uses his home computer, "Extensively!
Primarily for school and my own research." His classroom is well equipped, but set up

more for middle years than elementary so 1 will not dwell on the set up. As he said, T t
is not indicative of a normal elementary classroom", which would have just one teacher

designated unit. His opinion on this arrangement appears to be the nom throughout the
division, based on my discussions with other participants.

Question/Respoase
It is my plan to analyze the Part 11interview questions one at a t h e , compiiing

the general ideas and understandings of al1 the participants in an attempt to find common
themes and variations in the beliefs of the group members. It should be noted at this time
that al1 participants were provided with the questions in advance. This was done to allow
them the opportunity to prepare their responses and gather their thoughts. The value of
this strategy is evident in the participant responses to the question deaiing with the

definition of "educational technology". In retrospect, offering some questions to reflect
on, and some for immediate feedback might have k e n a better strategy. In an attempt to
protect and preserve anonymity, 1 have randomly re-assigned letter identification to the
participants for Part II questions.

Question 1: What is your definition of "educational technology"?
As noted in Chapter 1, the task was to determine a cornmon understanding of the

key term "educational technology". 1 will admit to a bias and or presumption at this
point. 1 expected the participants to Say it was cornputers or something along that line.

konically, 1 was surpnsed to discover that the only nominated member who saw it that
way was the teacher who after k i n g nominated decided not to participate in the study,

citing as a reason they did not believe they had anything to offer in the area of computea
in the classroom.

The Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT)

describes educatioaal/instructional technology as ". .. the theory and practice of design,

development utilization, management and evaluation of processes and resources for
leaming." It is important to note the interchangeability of termuiology here. The terms
"educational technology" and "instructional technology" are ofien considered to be
equivalent" (Plomp and Ely, 1996, p. 18). This is the understanding that 1 gleaned fkom
responses to my question, although not always as eloquently or thoroughly stated. It is
possible that with the advance knowledge of the questions, parîicipants may have done a
Iittle preparatory research on this question- Teacher G admitteci, "When 1 saw the
question, 1 normally look up words in the dictionary to see if I've grown up knowing the
nght terrn," and although she didn't do it with this one, this teacher went on to say that
she believed her colleagues would likely Say it is ''just using the cornputer." "1 -mow
that's what I've aiways thought, but since k i n g here 1 know there is a lot more to it."
This teacher then went on to reflect on some examples of educationai technology,
including audio, the use of a listening station; visual, the use of the camera; and
cornmunication, with a telephone in each classroom. Other participants shared similar
beliefs. Teacher B thought 1 might "get a variety of responses that would probably be on
the spot or off the cuff." The tone of this conversation suggested to me that some

teachers might not have a complete or thorough undetstanding of the potential for
educational technology. Teacher F identified teachers that do not associate with
educational technology for a number of reasons. "They avoid computers... They have a
fear of computers, they have a fear of designing web pages." At the other end of the
spectrum, Teacher E presented a humbler notion, "I think we have a staff where the use
of technology is definitely there and 1 am not the expert. 1 have other people here that 1
go to."

Hlynka and Belland (1991) ciarifL a common perception that technology is more
than just tools. "Technology does not merely represent a set of devices that teachers may

choose to use, but more importantly advances a world-view that shapes social existence"
(p. 17). The i n t e ~ e w
participants did not always make this clear distinction on the initial

question. Participant A said educational technology cbmea.nsusing techaology as a
learning tool for students." Teacher F said, "In my class it means helping the children

become cornfortable with cornputers and giving them the tools to get a grasp of the
future."

Some of the participants did not use tools as part of their initial response, and,
instead, focused on the culture. Teacher D talked about 'Vsing technology to implement
... curriculum, not teaching technology in isolation It's not cornputer science, i f s ushg

that technology to implement dl programs that nui with the Grade -program." Teacher

C was very clear on this point, "It's more than tools, 1 think it is a very powerhil way of
sharing learning, communicating leaming, pulling out resources...", and it requires a
different role for the teacher. "The teacher has to be willing to add another dimension to

planning." Perhaps the broadest definition, and most reflective of a learning culture carne

from Teacher B. "Allowing students to express their various intelligences; the most

effective, efficient, iess stressful and most dynamic way that they cm, without becoming
dependent upon it, exclusive to other learning styles."

A few participants blended the idea of tools and styles. Teacher E identified a
few tools and then talked about a new culture in the classrmm. "1 thiak that the cornputer

and the Intemet access allows you to teach in a broader way because you do not have to
be an expert The experts are out there, you just have to tap kto them." Teacher El, too,
combined tools and a technology culture. It "... means to leam, explore, represent, write

or read through technology and by technology. That could be cornputers, Smart Board,
calcufators, the projector, television and VCR."

As discussed in Chapter 3, the sole Manitoba Education and Training document
dealing with educational techwlogy is the Technolow as a Foundation Skill (1998)

(TFS) paper. As this is the provincial directive, 1 was interested to hear f?om the
participants how it was received in their schools. There was, indeed, a range of response
to this sub question, after the definitions had k e n given to the term educational
technology. It appean that, in general, the document bas not received wide spread
attention. Teacher C had likely spent the greatest amount of time analyzing the document
and had even written reflections on the paper through university course work. On the

other han4 Teacher H mentioned, "1 probably saw itY7,and Teacher B had not seen TFS
or believed that it had not been circulated in the school. Teacher F had looked at the
provincial directive and answered, "1 kind of have my own document in my head. 1think
my document is either on par or ahead of that document...".

In another situation,

Teacher A mentioned, 'No, lots of people haven't even looked at it, I'm sure." The
comments presented suggest that the Manitoba Education and Training document bas not

had a major impact on these technology leaders or the schools in which they teacb.

Further comment on this topic will be resewed as a recommendation in Chapter 6.

Question 2: When were you first aware that you were integrating educational
technoiogy as part of your teacbing repertoire?
This question was included, because I hoped to see some personal reflection by
the participants on their teaching careers, especially as it applied to educational

technology. This question also served to ver@ the understanding of the definition of
educational technology supplied in question 1. As the reader will note, the participants
have been conscious users of "educationaltechnology" for most of their teaching careers.
IR identimg the time when participants first started using technology, they usually came

up with a trigger, an incentive, a support, or a rationale for approaching teaching in the
classroom using educationaVinformational technology.

Teacher H believes that it has been a style she bas been cornfortable with from the
beginning, that it did not become part of her repertoire as she matured as a teacher. She
explained, cc As soon as 1 started teaching 1 was aware that 1 was integrating educational
technology as part of my teaching repertoire.

For instance, 1 wodd present a

documentary on film to students, or show them transparencies using the projector."
When asked to explain factors that may have had an impact on her teaching style she was

quick to note parental influence and specific teacher models. ""Since1was in high schwl
and university 1 knew we had to leam to type and my father forced me to take typing
lessons, because it was the way of the future. At university we were talkhg more and

more about how schools were using technology and computers." Teacher H was able to
make connections to technology through keyboardiag skills, use of computers, and a
variety of projectors. When pressed for details about how she leamed this approach, she
mentioned some was c'self-ta~ght" and some through media technology courses.

However, she again returned to the idea of teacher modeling, "1 think basically it came
fiom the teachers that were there, that's what 1presumed"

Teacher G described her first year of teachùig as an opportun@ just to get her
feet wet and not to expenment in any detailed way with technology. "1 doo't think in my
first year 1did any ... 1 relied on my prior experiences." As she gained confidence and
expenence in the classroom with the basics she began to add educatioaal/Uiformational
technology to her repertoire. '9 started using these just to make it more exciting or just a
different way to teacb." Teacher G reflected on her growth as a teacher when she stated
that, "not necessady that it offered something that I didn't in terms of what they (the
students) were going to learn, but a different way of learning it." The greatest influence

on the teacher in leaming and adapting teaching strategies came about as a result of k i n g
in a strong tearn situation. "Watching others, ... just seeing how other people were using

technology. Professional development was probably not as important as was the concept

of tearn." Throughout the conversation, Teacher G remained consistent with the broader
sense of technology, citing several types of tools as well as noting the teaching culture
associated with technology.

Teacher F noted that he had been involved for several years, "7have been pushing
computers in the classroom for at least 8 yean." Teacher F thought that the strongest
influence on his use of technology was the people with whom he had worked. He
mentioned, in particular, one individual who helped reduce and remove practical
problems associated with the use of computers, things like eyestrain and screen-induced
headaches. As a teacher he has been "self taught" wîth the help of others. In this sense
he has followed a self-directed plan to learn on a need-to-know basis. In discussing the

Divisional technology support personnel, he said, ''I'li sit down and Say, 'Okay, 1have to
do something, can you help me please.' Then I'li get those techs out, sit with them for an

hour, if 1 can, and I'll get them to teach me something. Plus 1 go to inservices, every
SAG is always computers for sure, never anythhg else but computers."

Teacher F is

interested in fuhire professional development activities and is willing to take more short
term "courses". His interest is in "a day or two, practical hands-on courses... It would be
nice to do them with the Division's endorsement, because 1 can't afTord to do them and

pay for them." When queried about the Division's ongoing technology training seminars,
this teacher was not as înterested. "A lot of them are long commitments, over 5 weeks - 1
would rather get a whole &y, get it done... Also, it's PowerPoint etc. 1 don? really

want those."

Teacher E said that she thinks she has been using educational technology since
she first began teaching. "1 must have had assignments that required a computer to
complete, not just paper and pencil tasks. ...it wasn't just simple word processing, but
we used graphing - just teaching math in a different way and having them produce

something and manipulate ushg technology because it was actually easier." When she
considered the factors that afTected her use of tecbnology, she dwelt on two areas. The
first was essentially a survival skill. It was h e d in the sense one needs to be prepared;

''you need to experiment More going to the lab with your kids." She did some selfteaching, learning for herself where the surprises and the difficulties lie. As an anecdote
she said that even with ''...a good set of instructions 1had 26 kids wondering what they

were doing."

Teacher E recognized that teaching with technology involves a new

"culture in the classroom". This new culture includes one where kids may h o w more
than the teacher and have more skills. ' M y kids also corne with background knowledge

about topics because they are watching Discovery Channel programs. Those types of
programs mean that teachers w longer 'know it dl'. .. you are right, you know that and I
don? and that's okay." When it cornes to her leaming, Teacher E has not had many
forma1 courses or seminars. She has, however, taken advantage of Uifonnal staff mentor
situations to gain knowledge and understanding. 'ï've sought out people to help me
learn." This seeking of knowledge has included other technology leaders, teachen and
even fi-iends outside of the teaching profession.

''He may not know what I am

specifically doing, he'll know how to get me out of a problem because he has the
technology knowledge of a cornputer," and she added, ". ..that 1 won7tmake it blow up!"

Teacher D began her teaching career in "charge of computers." She went on to
explain that her first experience was teaching about computers back in the early days of
the Apple II computers. In retrospect, most of us had to teach parts and functions
because at that time it was al1 brand new. "The first thne 1really used it, where it would

be educational technology, was when i taught Kindergarten. 1 sat down with the book
and made up a template for an alphabet book. ... Getting them to l e m something rather
than teaching them how to use a mouse." Teacher D noted the accomplishments of her

students as a reason for pursuing educational technology as a teaching style. '&Tosee al1
the neat things that eogaged them and got them going, they were leamhg to use the

computer through osmosis by doing al1 those other neat programs - start, stop, erase, and
al1 the rest of it. The kkis really got into if it gives your curriculum a dflerent focus, a

boost." '?Zi-ght now they are wrïting life stories on their parents, and they are word
processing on the computer. There is no rough copy or a million pages that they are
getting lost or trying to edit something on a piece of paper where there isn't any rom."

Like many of her colleagues, Teacher D has not taken any formal courses. As she

suggests, 'Tt's sitting down with someone who knows how to do it and having them help
me. If 1see a purpose for it, I will figure it out. ...1 have learned a lot more from other
people." She citied examples of great workshops offered by teachers outside her school
division that have led to interesting classroom and enrichment projects involving
PowerPoirzt and web page construction. Teacher D is also a risk taker as exernplified by
her closing statements on this question- "If 1 see a purpose, 1711persevere and I'm not

afiaid to click. I always say to staff, don7tbe afiaid, you are not going to break it! - Just
try it!"

Teacher C began using technology for a very tangible reason. It was readily
available. "When 1 got the computer in my classroom, and it was nght there, physically
available and you didn't have to do 'carting the kids to the lab' routine-" The interest,

however, grew for a different reason than most of the other stated reasons. She began to

experiment with the cornputer when she purchased one for home use. ''1 knew that as a
parent this was part of the kids' fiiture. ... 1 just knew that if 1 was going to be an
educator, 1had to learn it." Availability of resources, including software, was important
initially. "We seemed to be able to buy a lot of software, so 1 had a wide varîety. It was
engaging for kids, with a wide varïety of ways to use it." Teacher C has also k e n
primarïly self-taught

She had the opportunity to attend the TIES (Technology

Tnformation Education Services) Conference in Minneapolis twice and that has had an
immense impact on ber teaching. "At TES, it's teachers, teaching teachers, they show
you what kids did back in North Dakota, you c m see product, and you talk about

process."

Teacher C also talked about teacher support groups that evolved fiom

Divisional technology initiatives, projects that included networking with other classroom
practitioners beyond the local boundaries.

Teacher B is another person who has always used technology in teaching. "I've
never stopped." The rationale for teachuig with technology is very much a research-

based belief, summarized by, "It7sreally important [for

to know, in order to meet the

particular needs of the students, what is the current liability that we can tum into an assetI found that with the majority of students that are not linguistically based, in terms of

paper and pen, put them in fiont o f a cornputer and that memory block is gone. They will

fil1 screen afier screen. Those are also the students, 1 don? think coincidentally, that are
very tactile oriented that like to build, make and take apart. They are also the very spatial
students as well." When asked about the triggen that helped maintain this high energy

and interest in technology, Teacher B was very clear, 'Nurnber one would be my own

interest, without thaî, it wouldn't matter. The second would be the support given by o u .
curent administration at the school level and most definitely the support at the admin
office level. We are al1 aware of the spin off bene*;

... it's to get people in the loop

and stay in the loop. 1think that's why they are really promoting it because they see this
as a real vehicle to get other people moving."

Teacher A says she has k e n using forms of educational technology for

approximately six years. "The cornputer tends to be used as a center ... it's just another
medium that we use." Teacher A has seen the evolution of s o h a r e applications fiom
CD ROM to school based networks to finally the Internet.

Question 3: Could you please describe for me a signifiant activity for you anaor
your class that involved the integration of educational techaoiogy?

Question three was included to collect a variety of activities that codd be used to
showcase and celebrate the success the teachers in Fort Garry School Division have had
with the integration of educational technology in the elementq years. Remembering

back to Chapter 1, there were those who believed very little was occurring in this area.
These examples, expressed by eight technology leaders, are a small sarnpling of what has
already been done and ways that they have been done in the Fort Garry School Division.
These sarnples start to reveal the reality that for these teachers, educational technology
today does focus on the use of cornputers in the classroom.

Teacher A reflected on a Grade 1 research project on Space taught last year.
(1999-2000) 'There were some very bright students researching space, and 1 taught them

how to use PowerPoznt to present their information-" The reflection went on to identiQ a

few salient points. The fïrst was the software selection. Up to this point the Division had
made a conscious decision to use Hyperstudio as the elementary years presentation

software package. 'T started ushg Hyperstudio, but it is too difficuit, I was impressed
with the fact that 1 could teach Grade 1 to use PowerPoint." She went on to discuss

software and the urge to purchase aewer and better packages. "Some people aren't aware
of what there is, and we have a lot of it in our library. People think more is better, but we
have plenty. People need more t h e to be trained and to learn." In addition to this

teaching scenario, Teacher A also discussed the success of the administrative use of email
in the Division. ". ..Email is very efficient, for example when something cornes across
my desk 1 can send it to everyone fast.. . Email is great when speaking to other schools."

In spite of these strengths she was also cautious because of the loss of "'bringingpeople

together in face-to-face meetings", as a result of electronic messaging.

Teacher B does not actually teach in an elementary class, and, as a result, he
spoke in general ternis. '4 think whatysreally exciting is the elementary teachers know

that there is a teacher/technician that's available. They are asking me to corne into Grade
3-6 to work with students." The work may be in research or presentation software. The

teacher does see how this impacts on older students. "The point now is that virtually al1
assignments are handed in electronically," refemng to one group of older children in one
specific class. The growth and development is perhaps more obvious in his school.

Noting the progression, "So there is a transition nom PowerPoinr to discoverhg
hyperlinks, to embryonic web page, to now M-fledged web page design in Grade 8."

Teacher C was quick to respond to the question with a major activity that has
been showcased in the Division and r e p t e d by the newspapers as a major success story.
Her çtudents were involved in doing community research and sharuig it with students via

the Intemet in other schools around the province. Factors that contributed to the success
of this project will be discussed in Chapter 5. in brief, she mentioned that the preparation

time that was provided to meet with tearn leaders in other schools to coordinate the
project was critical. She was able to develop skills and stmtegies that worked with the
students in her classroom. "We got very generous release time to work together. That's
what drove it. If it had been offered to try in a class [without any supports] it probably
would have been filed. ... We could work as teams, we could meet during the day, and
we could work through our technical glitches with expertise fiom the Board Office when
we needed it.. . We didn't have to do it al1 on our own time.... There wasn't the constant

h t r a t i o n of having to work 7-1 1 at night on your own computer."

Teacher D talked about an enrichment project that crossed grade levels. She
talked about working with a small group of students. In her case they had to go to the
Board office to access a scanner and P o w e r P o i ~ The students worked on a variety of
projects depending on their own interest. 'Tt was amazing, 1 wodd show them one little
thing and they were off and running, they would figure out ten other things. They wodd
tell each other." The students became cornfortable using a digital camera, "for things like

their arhvork" and imported images into their presentation "That is a ski11 that al1

students, not just the e ~ c h m e n group
t
became comfortable with." Teacher D was so
pleased with the success of this project that she has incorporated a 'Cdigital portfolio"
project as a pnorîty in her professional growth plan, so she can extend it to al1 her
students. Like teacher 4 she is happy to have found appropriate replacement software
for Hyperstudio.

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, by Roald Dahl, is a popular elementary years

story. While her students were reading the book, Teacher E worked cooperatively with a
colleague to develop a theme lesson on chocolate. Together they developed a unit that
integrated technology with the traditional print version. "1 could take my kids d o m to
the lab and we could go on a virtual tour of the Hershey's Chocolate Factory. It was

great because we were readùig a book about chocûlate and we were discoverïng what
chocolate was made of, al1 about the cocoa plant. The kids could actually see these
things and see what it was like to go to a chocolate factory."

This also had a positive

effect on her own professional development. "After that experience 1 took a cornputer
course so that 1 could l e m more. ...Creating your own website and doing a whole bunch
of things with technology that 1 haven't done before."

-

Teacher F reported on a current class project a class homepage. He was in the
process of having each student p s t pages of their writing and artwork. He designed the
homepage "so that it looks professional. Their (the students) work is on the subsequent

pages." His students are learning to keyboard, word process, scan; and the teacher hopes
to add webpage animation, time and resources permitting.

Teacher G listed a variety of activities rather than focus on just one thing. "1 use
my tape deck with the headphones- The kids use them everyday at the centers. We use

the computer in the lab to make cakndars. We do research - in some areas; 1get the kids
to use the Internet. My kids look up the temperature evexyday on the cornputer and off
the telephone as well. 1 use Listening centers ail the time." In discussing her role as a
teacher in these types of activities she said, ''1 teach them how to find the answers."

Teacher H identified projects her students had done.

The first involved the

children studying bears and utilizing a CD ROM to enhance and enrich their learning.

The interactive CD R O M program was designed to support reading and comprehension.
A second project involved students doing word processing. They wrote ietters and did

some desktop publishing. "Every child had their own letter to (name) and their own letter

for (another name). ...We thought we would create a sort of collection book with ail the
students' Ietîers. Once they were done typing their letter, they would go into the paint

section, under KidWorks2, and do representation of a (thing)". The students are also
involved in another letter writing exercise using KidsworkZ; this one will be a thank you
note. The teacher, like another one of her colleagues interviewe4 prefers that the
children use the computer. '7find it easier to do it on the computer because as soon as
the child is doue wn-ting 1can sirnply correct it with the child. So he/she gets immediate

feedback in terms of h i d e r enors and then we print it right away. Where as the old way

they would write, it would be a rough ciraft, the teacher would correct it with a pen, give
it back to the child. The child wouid re-wn-te it al1 over again and there might still be

mistakes on a new copy."

Question 4: The editor of a disthguished educational journal has just invited you to
submit an essay on your use of educational technology in the classrwm. Wbat is the
title of your artide and what are the key points for discussion?

Question 4 was designed to elicit criticai issues.
important, that one migfit wan to write about it.

The topics woulci be so

In spite of the advance notice given and

the opportunity provided to prepare, this was the one question al1 participants reported

having difficulty with.

This is reflected in the fact that this section also carries the

shortest answers, and even with the answen provided there is the tone of doubt and
uncertainty. This is represented in comments like, 'Y probably would.. ." or "That was

kind of hard because.. ." and "1 don't have al1 the answers, but.. .".

1 was disappointed,

initially, with the recorded responses, and yet, as 1 started to look carefully at them, a
pattern began to emerge.

Teacher H had two possible titles. One that caught my attention and represented

her ideas was Essentiai Toolsfor Schools. The article would include at least three main
points: a definition of educational technology, a description of how technology is used in
schools, and how it is integrated with themes that the kids are studying. Teacher H had
strong arguments to make to parents and the general public. One of those was that
children must use cornputers in support of some curricular topics, like mathematics. This
would alleviate the fears that some parents have that children may never l e m to do

mental calculatiom. "The computer does not, and can not, replace entirely the present
and old schwl supplies like a pen, pencil, and paper." In support of these arguments, she
would discuss the fact that "...our students wiII be part of the work force... it is

imperative that they leam the essential technology that will help them contri%ute in the
workforce.. . there are cornputers everywhere."

Teacher G suggested a title along the lines of A Call for Ideos. She was looking

for more ways to incorporate educational technology in her daily instruction. Like many
teachers, she was interested in, and keen to develop new and exciting ways of presenting
the cutTiculum, but she was Lookuig for starting points that will enable her to become

"more cornfortable" with the technology. Perhaps ratber than a full-fledged article, her
selection in the journal might be found in the "'Help Wanted section.

Teacher F would report on a project that he is developing. It would discuss the
power of a fuhue teachen' website, one he will title www.myta.ca . Teacher F
recognizes the fnistration that is developing as a result of too much information on the
Internet ami is aitempting to design search engines that will provide valuable resources to
teachers and students. He believes "myta.cay7will help. 'The Intemet is a mess of
information, it has become bogged down. I am ûyïng to solve that problem! ... My
website would be practical for teachea ...it will actually be a search engine."

Teacher E suggested something like, Teucher, Teach Thyself; although it was
never clearly stated as such. She suggested that ". ..teachers need more education in the

area of technology." A concem she had was that ".. .kids are far beyond the teachers in

the classroom in terms of their specific technology experience." She wants the teachers
to get better at combining their teaching styles with cornputer-based activities. "It c m be
a hard step to make because it does take some t h e outside of work ... just to teach

yourself. ...What's more time consurning than the marking is teaching yourself what you
need to teach the kids."

Teacher D titled her article In~egratedTechnology. She would like to show
". ..how easy it is to implement your curricuIum using the technology as a tool to help

you Tools to implement effective teachingyso that you can use the technology to build
on the thuigs you are supposed to teach anyway - not trying to fïnd an extra hour to teach
word processing."

Teacher C would write an article about a teacher mentor program. She described
a project that she is currently working on where she is mentoring a colleague, sorneone
who "...has never attempted anything that truly integrates technology before. It has k e n

really good, it's been two heads together." The article would be about the do's and
don'ts. "If you don't anticipate problems, and don? think you can deal with hem, then
don't bother. It would be like a pep talk - don? do this, if you have little patience; don't

do this, if you like working alone; don't do this, if you have to h o w what is going to
happen next. The part that 1like the best is that the projects you do with the kids take on

a life of their own. The kids take them away from you, 1personally love that, but if you
are a teacher who feels threatened by giving control to the kids, don't go there." In

analyzing the ratiode for the article, and the success of the program, Teacher C noted,
"At this point, 1 know more than she does, (referrhg to her mentor partner) so I'm
teaching her and the kids at the same t h e . 1 stayed at (my last schwl) long enough to
see the ripple effect 1 persoaally f h d that extremely satisSmg, to see the mentorship
just keep going and going."

Teacher B lays d o m the gauntlet in It S Passed Tirne. He wondered why those
teachers who have a lot of the equipment and software in their rooms are using it in such
a limited way? An additional challenge he noted was a personal one, to change the

1eaming.teachingparadigm, "Admit that you don? know everything about it and let the
students teach you and teach themselves, it's supposed to be collegial learning." On a
personal note he said, ''1 have leamed more in the last four years fiom the students than 1
ever would fiom taking a course because of the muiti-compiexity of what we are doing."

Teacher A suggested Collaborating in a School tu Use Technology Effectfiely.

She went on to distinguish between training and professional development. She defined
"Training as being able to use a specific piece of software and professional development

as knowing how meaningfully integrated technology in the curriculum area. Not just use
it as extra games or as an electronic babysitter of the kids.

Really making some

meaningful use of it." She saw a role for the Divisional Technology Leaders Cornmittee
in this area. In recent years it seemed that more and more tirne was being used to resolve

software and software glitches and Teacher A thought this group could spend more time
discussing pedagogical issues, '1wish there was more t h e to share and to discuss ideas."

Question 5: How am we as individuals, scboot staffs or a division cause more
integration of educational technology to occur in our classrwdschools?
This question of course carries with it a major b i s , and that bias is at the heart of
the thesis. 1 believe that the effective use of educational technology in the class will

enhance teaching and students' leaming, and that is why we want more of it to happen.
This was my key i n t e ~ e w
question; the one that 1 thought would represent the personal
opinions of the recognized technology leaders. The responses represent pracbcal ideas;
they are truths as understood by the ïndividuals who presented them. Some of the ideas
are woven into earlier questions; sorne of the participants extended the ideas into question
six. Whatever the case, the following represented the ideas of the eight participants.

Teacher A made a strong argument for the appropriate tasking of existing staff.
Fort Garry School Division has experienced budget reductions in recent years, and it has

had an impact on technology. In some schools the -1 fidl time equivalent staff person
responsible for technology was cut at the end of the 1999-2000 school year. In other
schools, the role of the teacherAibrarian was reduced. Both these categones supported
the resource-based leamhg that is integral to informatiodeducation technology.

'T guess

1 would hope that teachers get the message in their schools. They should use their

technology support person in their unit planning." Teacher A also saw a role for staff

training and professional development programs. "We do need training in some areas,
but sometimes just reading an article about how sorneone successfully used technology as

a part of a social studies unit. More sharing should be going on. Maybe more meetings
at the Divisional level where teachen share how they integrated technology into a certain

subject area-" These are practtical suggestions on how we can improve and/or uicrease
educational technotogy in the schools.

Teacher B had a very brief succinct message- It involved modeling a program in
place in Grand Forks, North Dakota.

A divisional Committee was exposed to the plan

through a presentation made last spring. The presentation focused on the findings of a
doctoral thesis done by Pamela Carlson (1997) and submitted to the University of North
Dakota- He said, "We really need a permanent on-site teacher/technologist That is the

common thread of concem that 1 hear each year fkom virtually every teacher new to
technology. Unless we go to the next step, meaning culture, farniliarity, and cornfort, we
are breeding contempt Teachers are tuning out!"

Teacher C was also brief and to the point "We need people, we need t h e ! We
need people first, because when they are excited about something they'll give up their

own time. We need people to teach people."

Teacher D had a bright positive picture of what is happening inside the Division

and would like to see us celebrate our successes. "It's the age old question, it's not just
technology it's what's best in your classroom and how do you share that with everybody
else. We coulà, 1 guess, use more t h e for Msitations, we need a network - maybe on the
divisional web-site, an integration site where you can go and get new technology to
supplement your curriculum." As a method, she supporied the positive approach. This
suggests a learning style that will be discussed in Chapter 5. ''This is going to make your

life easier, better. This is goîng to get your kids interested. There are always the few
people who resist change or aren't as open to something or see it as one more thing they
have to figure out in order to do theif job, it's just easier to do on paper, because you
already h o w how to do that- 1 always approach it fÎom the direction of this will make
your life easier. When 1 taught them al1 how to do the computerized report cards, I told

them it was fabulous. Once people did them they did comment that next time it would be
easier. When I saw one of our teachers who lïterally couldn't turn the machine on,
teachùig another teacher who is actually quite cornputer literate, 1 thought 1 codd die a

happy woman tomorrow. This person taught that person something about cornputers. If
you make it relevant to their situation 1guess then they becorne interested and involved."

Teacher E's comments focused on professional development.

';In

order for

teachers to take a step forward [workshops] have to be offered in a time where it is not
always above and beyond what they're already doing. That it is either a specific time set

during the school day, so that people who have families can actually do this. It's a big
expectation to require teachers to go home and l e m it al1 on their own tirne. They want

to go home to spend tirne with their families. As educators we want the parents of o u
students to spend time with their kids, so as teachers we have to remember to spend time
with our kids too. 1 don't have any, but 1 look around... . So, for some of these things to

happen it has to happen within the workday. 1 think that it shouldn't be something that
teachers feel has been pushed on them and it has to be positive." Like her colleagues
Teacher E recognizes a leadership role and a new culture, a changed paradigm.

Teacher F identified human resources and staEdevelopment as a combined need.
He related his suggestion to what he knows about a model used in a school in another

school division in Winnipeg. "Greenway School is a fantastic model for real1y getting a
lot of things done on the computer with a full-time computer teacher. [The teacher]
handes every class just like music a d o r physical education specialist would ...Our lab
[in the Fort Garry School Division] is still sitting empty. Short of forcing us down there,
that lab is not being used enough. The way 1 see it, some teachers need M e r training,

or do not have enough time to go down there and do a really big project. You need to
have a teacher down there ready for the class with a special project; she'll spend an hour

and half with a certain group. If the students are there (e-g.) every Day 3, gradually the
kids' strengths build in whatever they have k e n working on."

Teacher G believes she needs more classroom-based resources.

'7 find that 1

don? have a lot of software on the computer in my classroom. I would need software."

In addition to software she also identified a problem with sufficient hardware. ''It's just
fnrstrating because there are two children to a computer. (reference to the Iab) There just
isn't enough time. Also, 1 would suggest more cornputers in the classroom, although 1

don't have the space for i t 1 would need a couple of computen to get more than one
child through on a program." The third item she identified was u i s e ~ c i n g
on the use of

both afore mentioned items, hardware and software.

Teacher H began with the wide-open suggestion, "We need money, lots of
money ...!" Some of her initial ideas will indeed require an infusion of b d s . ''My

vision would be that 1 can use my computer and hook it up to the smart board projector

and the students cari see and follow what's going on here in the classroom instead of
always going to the lab downstairs."

The technology c l a s m m will need special

considerations too; it will have to be bigger to accommodate student workspace. " E v e ~
student would have a computer at hisher desk 1 think that probably a laptop would be

even better.-. but without cables. So, once they are done with the laptop they could close
it up and put it in their desk. They still need that writing space." Teacher H's vision also

requires a paradigrn shifi. To meet the changing classroom culture, we ''would send
teachers to seminars ... We shouldn't be afiaid to use the PD days to help teachers feel

more farniliar with computers." In the future this might become part of a Divisional
hiring strategy.

"We would integrate more educational technology with mandatory

expectations that al1 teachers and potential teachen applying for positions in a school
must have knowledge and experience with computers. 1 frnd that the younger teachers

are more at ease with computers. They are growing up with them." Another item fiom
Teacher H is the allocation of appropriate software for the early years program. "1 fmd
that this year, more and more we are having things for the younger ones." Moving away
fkom money items Teacher H also suggested some public relations activities. "1 think it

would be nice to have a computer night. The kids could be at the computers and show
their parents what is going on with computers."

Question 6: Are there any issues or coocerns regarding the integration of
educational technology in the elementary classroom that you wish to add?

The last question is the catch all, permitting the participants an opportunity to
bring forward any personal issues and/or concerns that may not have been addressed in
our early conversations. Teachers D, E, G, and H had no M e r comment at this stage of
the interview process, others had comments that were in some cases within the context of

this study and in other cases they were not.

Teacher A had some excellent questions. The first, is, in fact, an assumption
made by the author. "1s student leaniing reaîly improved by using technology?"
Secondly, "1 wonder if çchools should be addressing the equity issue?" Neither of these
questions will be addressed in this paper as they extend beyond the scope of this thesis.
Her third concem was a statement that is important to this thesis and will be addressed in
Chapter 6. "1 would like to be able to sit and tallc like this. (the interview process)

Nobody has time to talk about the real issues." The question that arises is how can we as
a group of teachers create that time?

Teacher B dwelt on an educational culture that he believed will be required to
dlow more educational technology to occur. The response is perhaps better dealt with in
the context of question 5. For the record, he says, "... that when teachers are using

technology let go of control, minimue control. The more control you try to exert, the

less control you'll have, the more your fear increases. Become part of the student's
project. Understand why they are doïng it the way they are. Why they want to do it their
way. Do not focus on the product itself, ratber the process of learning."

Teacher C referred to her "wish List".

She was looking for solid research that

would direct us to consider either "putting money into labs or take them ail apart and

stick cornputers into the classrooms again." She wished for technology plans that weren't
so dificult and time consuming to create. She wished we could create a plan that
everyone would buy into that saw kids learn to keyboard effectively based on their grade
Ievel. She wished we had a mentor program like the one in North Dakota, ïnvesting in
staff development.

Teacher F also wanted to see a specialist cornputer teacher. '1 think that we really
have to have access to the techs. ... To have a tech in every school, ... willing (and able)
to do some serious teaching, not to students, but to teachers. ...It doesn't take much to

dissuade a teacher, a good teacher, fiom using cornputers."

Chapter Summary

These ideas represented the vision, the drearns and aspirations of a small select
group of teachen. The comments are based on their experience in the classrooms of the

Fort Garry School Division in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The next step is to take a

closer look at this list of comments and analyze their content as it applies to the thesis
questions outlined in Chapter One.

Chapter 5
A Reflection on the Questions

Theorzes do not aIways betray their origins. nor do they always a n t i c i p e theirfates.
(Gardner, 1993, p. xii)

Introductioa
As aoted in Chapter 3, there were three research questions:

1. How do the educational technology leaders in the elementary years define

educational technology?
2. What are some of the significant stones/expenences that technology leaders
talk about: a) when they first started integrating technology into their
teaching; b) and, how they are integratûig technology now?
3. What issues, concems and recommendations have the educational technology
leaders identified as critical to the uitegration of educational technology in the
elementary years?
It is my intention to reflect on these questions, or accorduig to McCracken (1988),

to c'winnow the datay7(p.19) through the postmodem condition as described by Hlynka
(1995) and Do11 (1993, 1993a). Hlynka (1995) noted six features: breakup of the canon,
m d t iple voicing, non-linearity, ironic juxtaposition, supplement, and slippery signified.

Do11 (1993, 1993a) considers the four "pst-modem" R's to be: "rich, recursive,
relational and rigorous", and supports an open style of curriculum construction. This full
postmodem analysis will only be applied to open the ended questions, numbers 2 and 3.

Question 1: How do the educational technology leaders in the elementary years
define educational technology?
Defining the term educational technology can limit the scope of understanding
and restnct oppomuiity. For, to define a word in a traditional rnanner, according to Do11
(1 993a), "is to go against the very spirit of pst-modeniism; that is, definitions lirnit and

close rather than generate and open" (p.280). So, it is with caution that 1 attempt to
describe the way technology leaders define educational technology, so as not to limit
their collective vision,

The technology leaders in the Fort Garry School Division share the essence of the

AECT definition descriid in Chapter 1. That is, ". .. the theory and practice of design,

development utilization, management and evaluation of processes and resources for
learning" (Plomp and Ely, 1996, p-18). And, the extension of this, that, educational

technoiogy ". ..advances a world-view that shapes social existence" (Hlynka & Belland,
2 99 1, p. 17). The educational technology leaders embraced these ideas; however, they

were not always as clear and succinct in their own words. They descnbed educational
technology in three basic ways when asked the specific defkition question: 1) as tools, 2)
as a way of life, and 3) as tools and a way of Me. In this sense they lacked a

clinicaVtextbook definition; still, the lessons and experiences they described through
probing questions clearly showed they understand the theoretical definition through their

daiIy practice.

Ely (1995) says, "Cornputers are ubiquitous" (p. 1).

The technology leaders

suggest it is more than cornputers, rather the füll realm of information technology that has

become ubiquitous. There is one anecdote in which I was directly involved that occurred
outside of the formai long answer intervkw process that 1 believe illustrates this point.
During a conversation, 1 listened as one teacher expressed a comment thst 1 have heard
from other colleagues as well. She said, "1 do not believe in al1 that technology stuff."

Like others, she may not have been aware of the understanding the educational

technology leaders have of how educational technology has becorne integral to daily
instruction.

1 explained to her that educational technology included the design,

development and utilization of processes and resources to enhance leaming; and that, she
was making use of educational technology in reachiag 620 children and over 50 adults
every school day.

1 described, how the innovative listening activity she was p r e s e n ~ ginvolved
,
the

effective use of many technologies, technologies that perhaps were k i n g taken for
granted. In the postmodern sense, the technology had gradually supplemented traditional
aspects of her teaching repertoire. Each morning she addressed the whole school, using a

computerized public address system. She then inserted a compact disk into a media
player that was synchronized with the public address system and programmed a track of
music, for the whole school to hear. In the technology sense, she substituted the original
instruments and musicians who had created the masterpiece with a Mnyl disk. Children
in twenty-three classrooms, have the opporturtity to listen to classical music pieces h m

famous cornposers like Bach, Mozart and Beethoven, with guidance fiom a spccialist.
This type of learning activity was not possible just a few years ago, and a self-proclaimed
"Luddite" is providing it.

1 use this story to illustrate the point that educational technology has become put

of our social fabnc; it is a tool, but much more than a tool, it is a way of teaching. The
practice has become so well integrated into teaching that it is occwrhg naturally, at a

subconscious level. The technology leaders recognize this, and have illustrated it with
their examples described in Cbapter 4.

So, in answer to question number one, the

educational technology leaders in the Fort Garry School Division live and practice the
definition prescnkd by AECT and clarified by Belland and H1ydc.a (199 1).

Question 2: What are some of the significant stories/experiences that technology
leaders talk about: a) when they first started integrating technology into their
teaching; b) and, bow they are integrating technology now?

There were two distinct themes that evolved ftom the story telling process. They
include: 1) the use of technology hardware, and 2) the integration of technology into the

curriculum.

The act of telling stories, as noted in the question, relates to a postmodem ideal.
Once the stories are told the experiences related are in effect truths. As readers and or
practitioners, we may not agree with the story and its tenets; however, that does not
change the fact that the narrator does. This is al1 part of the multiple voicing described
by Hlynka (1995). There is more than one correct answer; there are different aspects to

each solution. Do11 (1993a) goes on to discuss the richness characteristic, "... to be filled
with enough ambiguity, challenge, perturbation to invite the learner to enter into dialogue

...

"

(p.287).

The Use of Technology Eiardware
One story that 1offer for reflection deals with a participant who mentioned havuig

a cornputer for student use in the classroom that was removed because it has become a
distraction: Too many students wanted to use it. The postmodem multiple voices scream

out. One voice might suggest that one computer was problematic and was leading to
confusion, perhaps even chaos in the area of classrwm management. The removal of the
machine could be construed as a sound judgment based on what we know about
controlling student behaviour.. A second voice may offer the advice that if one was the

problem, perhaps the teacher shodd have more, to relieve the stress on the computer
station. In fact, another educational leader had mentioned the opportunity that was
provided to the children when two 486 stand-alone machines were placed in the room.
Although they could not access the Internet, they could still do research utilizing

encyclopedia CD-ROMS and work on independent leaniing with tutorial prograrns.

In the postmodem condition, supplement is the continual adding of resources. In
the world of technology, many of the additions have been in the area of cornputers.

When microcomputers were first introduced in the classroom almost twenty years ago,
the Apple provided 6 K of memory; programs and data were stored on 5.5" floppy disks

through extemal disk drives. Approximately ten years ago the Windows based 486megahertz cornputers were introduced with apparent unlimited hard drive capacity in the

sub-gigabyte range. The year 2001 Cornputer ofien has upwards of 248 megabytes of
RAM and twenty gigabyte hard drives. The increasing capacity of these machines is

surpassed almost as soon as they are sold.

The technology leaders share an interesthg story when it comes to the use of
personal cornputers. Ml, but one of hem, have antiquated machines in their homes. One
leader believed hers to be a 386 computer, and descriid it as ninning on an early

Windows system. Another leader referred to her home cornputer as a "boat anchor". 1
believe there are a number of perspectives. The fïrst, and most obvious is, how could
these people be leaders if they are using such old equipment? The answer, 1 believe, is a
result of their thorough understanding of the uses of technology. The eight teachers who
participated in the survey are master teachen: they are experienced professionals,
demonstrating qualities of excellence in teaching.

Simmons and Pitman (1994) collected descriptors of excellent teachen nom
students, parents and fellow colleagues. The study participants demonstrate some or al1 of
the following qualities: flexible, interesting, available, informed, accountable, and
relevant. These qualities are what allow the technology leaders, to make the most of
what has become readily available and very inexpensive equipment. They continue to
see the value of the tools even as newer ones are available. This is not to say, that the
leaders do not become excited about, and demand the new multi-media stations, but
rather they see the need for that equipment for specific activities, not as a universal
requirement. This becarne evident in special projects like "BuildingBridges" (2000)
where scanners and cameras were integral to success. Also noted, in another exarnple,

was the importance of a CD-Bunier.

Students are creating 4-5 megabyte digital

porcfolios and leaving them on local servers. Without the ability to transfer and store
these files in a school of 300 or 400 children the server would soon have filled al1
available hard-drive space. Some specialty equipment and some powerfbl machines are
required to insure the ability to create multimedia presentations; however, there stiil is a
place in the elementary school for older equipment.

Donald Ely (1995) in his paper, Technology is the Anwer! But Whar Was the
Question? addresses the issue of continually adding to the hardware resources in schools

and their escalating costs- In Chapter 2, 1 discussed the ironic juxtaposition in the Bill

Cosby monologue, "Why is there Air?" (circa 1967) Today Ely asks, why are there
computers? The irony might appear to be to fil1 businesses and schools with expensive
new equipment. He stresses the point, "When technology makes it possible for people to

do something, people do it, not always because it is necessary, but because it is possible"
(p.4). 1would like to refer to an analogy of the "Wtual refngerator door''. Students used

to take samples of their work home and it would be posted on the refngerator in the
kitchen. Today, because access is almost universal, students are able to post their work
on the World Wide Web for everyone to see. 1s this why we have computers? 1s this why
we teach web design? 1s this necessarily a good idea? These questions lead naturally
into the discussion of integration of technology into the curricdum.

The Integration of Technology In the Curriculum

1 believe the technology leaders, through their stories, lean towards postmodem
ideals in the use of educational technology. Having made that statement, there is also
strong support for a traditional mode1 of curriculum, and so 1 believe that there are two
distinct levels to address. This is where I wish to discuss slippery signified (HLynka,
1995). Although the technology leaders admitted to limited exposure to TechnoIogy os a
Fomdation Skill (TFS) document, they al1 demonstrated a connection to its philosophy

as well as its ideals. Although, only one of the leaders has actually read and studied the

TFS paper, ail the leaders were finding ways of integrating technology into their core
subject areas. As TFS states, "The ioformation technologies, comprishg cornputers and
their peripherals, cornputer software, the Intemet, and electronic multimedia, are
becoming part of o u . daily existence at an ever-increasing rate. This reality also infoms
the need to integrate information technology into the curricula for the various subject

areas" (h4anitoba Education and Training, 1998, p. 1).

The learning experiences shared by the technology leaders could be considered

representative of core curriculum activities. Their students are reading, wrïting letters,
studying scientific theory, applyïng mathematics, investigating communities around the
world, and presenting their work, in public.

In this sense, the children under their

instruction are following the base level subject area curriculum identified in Chapter 2, or
the Manitoba Provincial Curriculum. The students are Iearning facts and figures that c m

be assessed using standards tests created by Manitoba ducat ion and Training. In Chapter

2, 1referred to that as a level one ctmiculum- It is a Tyler-like closed curricuium where
everyone knows the expectations for children at each grade level, and the children are

expected to perform to that level.

The technology leaders are cognizant of the

requirement that the students meet this minimum standard, but see that the students are

capable of more.

Do11 (1993, 1993a) argues for an open-ended curriculum, but it is my Mew that
the Manitoba curriculum is closed. Do11 suggests that if a goal is identified, it limits the
desire to experiment and to go beyond expectations - to construct personal knowledge.

The goal expectations may have k e n established and designed to control student
leaniing, but in the case of the Social Studies curriculum, they were created in 1982,
years prïor to the advent of resources like the Intemet. TFS, according to its fiont panel,
was intended as "A resource for curriculum developers, teachers, and adxnh~istrators~~,

and I see it as providing legitimacy to aspects of a postmodem curriculum. It is
potentially an open-ended document, providing the opportunity to move to a level two
curriculum. Having said that, aspects of it are also a closed document. It's ccAppendix
A: The Information Technology Literacy Continuum" (p.17) suggests there are three

learning stages that are linked to grade levels. Each of these stages lists various skills
that are classified as either 1) exploratory, 2) skill development, or 3) application and
extension phases. This is where Doll's (1993a) recursive curriculum feature should be
noted. The TFS is the only provincial document to date that deals with one of the
foundation skills, technology.

Its publication may have been premahire.

Already

members of the department are willing to reconsider their original statements on the
Technology Literacy Continuum. They have recognized, as a result nom feedback in the
field, that the skills do not necessarily follow a linear path, or that they are restricted by
the stage in which they are placed to a particular grade level.

1will attempt to dari@. A teacher develops a lesson in Grade 4 social studies. In

keepùig with the provincial curriculum, students select a country and then conduct a

research project using guidelines provided by the teacher. In the end, a project is
submitted for a grade. The technology leaders told stones that were shaped very much
like this; however, the ambiguity of the instruction provided students and teachers with

options to explore. In the case of a classroom where there is the natural integration of
educational tecbnology as suggested in TFS, students combine a number of research
strategies. Strategies ranging nom and including books, CD-ROMS, the Intemet, in
person i n t e ~ e w and
s telephone and fax contact with real members of the country king

siudied. As the children are k e r s e d in the project, the teacher guidelines are quickly
surpassed and replaced with data collection that exceeds teacher expectations. The h a 1

product includes student drawings, maps and text, but is prepared as a PowerPoint or
Hyperstudio presentation that includes sound and perhaps even a video clip. The handdrawn artwork is scanned, digital photographs made and inserted into the word-processed

document that included statistical charts from the nation's homepage and maps fiorn the
Grolier CD. It is viewed in a public fonun with fiiends and parents present; everyone
stands as the nation's national anthem is played via a media file.

The technology leaders had a common belief systern. They thought it was

important to allow the students the freedom to develop and create their own learning.
The educational technology leaders respected the fact that some of their students were

more technologically literate than they, and could work beyond the expectations set out in
the TFS continuum. After all, Information Technology Literacy Continuum ski11 1.3.2,
"Use information technology to conduct research, share information, and work in

collaboration with others" (Manitoba Education and Training, 1998, p.20) is contained in
the Application and Extension continuum and is an expectation of senior years students,

not grade four. In the postmodem world, non-linearity is one of the features described by

Hlynka (1995) and obviously practiced by the technology leaders.

To sum up question two, 1believe the educational technology leaders have moved

toward a teaching practice that contains elements of automaticity in the integration of
information techuology. Although still tied to a level one provincial cumculum that
relates specifically to the four core subjeçt areas, they embrace the open-ended belief
found in the TechnoIogy as a Foundarion S W document. Technology is an over riding
concept that needs to be addressed by al1 teachers in dl subject areas at every grade level.
The samples of activities described indicate that students in al1 elemenkuy grade levels

are able to use a variety of educational technologies in preparing assignments and
completing projects.

Question 3: What issues, concerns and recommendatioas have the educational
technology leaders identified as critical to the integration of educational technology
in the elementary years?

Teacher training and professional development brings about many unique
concerns, ranging fiom appropriate and effective implementation strategies to budgetary
implications. The technology leaders in this study saw training or ski11 acquisition as the
short-term piece, and professional development king the long-term, life style, and
attitudinal adjustment phase. Based oli their interviews, 1 believe the technology leaders
are describing a postmodem approach for teacher development. They recommended

formalizing a system of collegial support groups, as a means of addressing their own
leaming needs. This was especially noted in the "Building Bridges Project" where the
support groups also included teachers fiom outside the Fort Garry School Division.
Carvin's (1999) position is similar. He states, "Teachers have not been exposed to

constructivîst teaching styles or cornmunity-building professional development
oppo-ties

among their peers. In order for teachers to embrace the Intemet effectively,

they must be given opportunities to experiment and explore, to interact with each other,
to l e m the benefits of collab~ration~~
(p.3).

Carlson (1997) says, "Technology cm serve as a vehicle for simcantly
changing what happens in classrooms and diversifies how and what students leam"
(p.21). The use of the information technology descnbed by the participants in this study

suggests a particular style of learning/teaching. The projects mentioned carry a studentcentered focus or a constructivist view of leaming.

Traditionalists, like Jean Piaget

(1959) were among the first to describe the constnictivist theory. He suggests that we
acquire knowledge by constructing it from the inside based on interaction with the
environment. The cCMuitiple
Intelligence Theoryy7
embraced by Manitoba Education and
Training and prescribed by Gardner, (1993) also supports an approach where leamers are
able to focus on their strength rather than be dependent on traditional styles of learning.

In the time-honoured sense, teachers teach and students lem. In the post modem
sense, the technology leaders have broken away from this model, or as Hlynka (1995)
says, there is a break up of the canon. The technology leaders are quite happy to change
their conventional role as the sage on the stage, and they willingly acknowledge that they
often learn from their students, and allow their students to teach others in the class-

When the discussion with the technology leaders in this study focused on their

own ski11 acquisition, an interesthg pattern evolved. They al1 had foilowed their own
path.

This path did not include forma1 course work in most instances.

coursework was taken, it was triggered by a school-based project.

Where

"This model,

experientially based, hones and refines the practitioner's personal and individual
competence - a competence generated not through certified courses of study but through
reflections on and in lived experience." @oll, 1993, p.46) The aorninated teachen shared
a variety of practical workshop experiences or sometimes they descriid informal
meetings, like sitting with a colleague working through a techno-glitch, or teaching

strategy. Each leader was quick to recognize the importance of king open to collegial
suggestions. One of the younger jmrticipants who was relatively new to the teaching
profession spoke with modesty. 1 was remïnded of Jonathan Livingston Seagull
adcfressing his friends, his teachers, 'Tm the newcomer here! I'm jus? beginning! It is 1
who must Ieam fkom you7' (Bach, 1970, p.83). So it was with at least four of the

i n t e ~ e w e dteachers. They considered their colieagues in the building to be far more
proficient in the field of educational technology. In fact, they identified their colleagues
as mentors in the area of technology integration.

As a fmal discussion point, and noted as a concem at the beginning of this
section, financial concem will continue to grow as budgets are reviewed and prioritized.
It has been suggested that jurisdictions should be setting aside 25-30 percent of their

technology budgets towards professional development ( C d ,1999; Latham, 1999). In
Figure 3.1, on page 38, the Secretary Treasurer of the Fort Garry Schwl Division did not

identify the actual douar amount or percent designated to professional development,
mentioning only equipment and services. To add a professional development category
over the two year p e n d identified in the 1998-200 budget would have meant an increase
of approximately $45 000, or about $22 000 a year. It is with a sense of realism that 1

acknowledge it may be very difficult to access more funding. It may be necessary to reevaluate how we are currently utilizing dollars and attempt to restructure budgets so that
teacher training and professional development rnay occur in the area of educatioad
technology.

The technology leaders willingly shared their experiences and stories. What 1
found missing fiom their discussions was specific recommendations for hmediate

action. The lack of specific direction provides the natural springboard for the last
chapter, which will include my recommendations, based on the nuances of the

discussions.

The recommendations ptesented there are the synthesis of my own

understanding of the education system in the Fort Garry School Division, and the
i n t e ~ e w conducted
s
with the elementary technology leaders.

Cbapter 6

Recommendations
We expect new developments, new products and new experiences. I have the
uncornfortablefeeling that we @Zen overlook the reasonsfor uII the innovations.
We do not seem to ask "Why? (Ely, 1994, p.4)
"

One of my original reasons for punuing this thesis topic came nom the title of
Donald Ely's (1995) article, found in the bibliography of the Inkster (1998) thesis,
Technology is die A m e r ! But What Was the Question? In preprbg for the final section

on recommendations, 1 wish to look back into that article and list the critical conditions
that Ety (1995) noted in schools that had successfuily integrated educational technology.
1will use this list to facilitate my own list of recommendations. The eight conditions are:
1. Dissatisfaction with the statw quo

5. Cornmitment

2. Knowledge and seMces
3. Resources
4. Rewards and incentives

6. Leadership
7. Time
8. Participation

Specific Recommendations

The following recommendations are listed in order of Ely's eight conditions for
successful integration of educational technology. This list is not intended to follow any
specific order, nor should the number be construed to represent a level of importance.

1) Status Quo:

The first condition is dissatisfaction with the statu quo, and

leads naturally to a call for action. These eight recommendations, linked to the eight
conditions listed above are that call for action. The following recommendations are

representative of the collective vision of the elementary technology leaders as well as my
own personal belief and vision of where we can go. My first recommendation is, that a
Fort Garry School Division cornmittee be created, and given the task of reviewing the
issues that have emerged as a result of this study.

2) Kaowledge and Services: There may be a aatural link in the area of

Professional Development for a teacher, and the concept of "integration" presented in
Chapter Two. The Fort Garry School Division has already committed hancial and
human resources into cognitive coaching and cooperative learning. The practices of

cognitive coaching and cooperative learning are structures or strategies; they are not
subject or topic specific. They do lend themselves to collegial support in professional

development at an individual and personal level. My second recornmendation is that a
technology forum be created that will allow al1 interested teachers the opportunity to
mret and discuss the art a d o r science of teaching with technology.

3) Resources: My third recommendation is that a hardware and software review
needs to be conducted to detennine the real needs of each of the individual schools.

Currently, in the Division, there is an equity practice that equips al1 elementary schools
with labs of twenty-five cornputers, regardless of the school population. The review could

reflect on three critical questions: 1) What is the purpose of the hardware/soAware? 2)

How will it be used, and by whom? 3) How will we evaluate the consequences of the first
two questions?

The W n g s of this study would then be used to create a new

hardware/software acquisition plan.

4) Rewards and Incentives: Currently the Fort Garry Schwl Division has an

employee computer purchase incentive plan. My fourth recommen&tion is to maintain
and expand the current Divisional plan. The new plan would allow greater tieedom
within the area of items available to staff to include al1 peripheral devices that the schools

currently own and operate. This could include laptop cornputen, scanners, printers and
digital cameras. The goal of this expanded seMce would be to allow teachers to become

cornfortable using tools they have available at schoal. Currently the plan cdls for
payback interest fiee over one calendar year. Perhaps this could be extended to allow for

up to a maximum of two years where s t a f f members may be making purchases that are

linked to a specific school or Divisional project. An additional incentive could also
include providing teachers ùivolved in special initiatives greater fkeedom in borrowing

Division equipment as part of a professional growth plan.

5) Cornmitment: Over the past twwthree years, schools have been developing

extensive school plans as part of a prescnid school improvement and accountability
plan required by the Manitoba Education and Training. My nfth recommendation is that
each school cornmittee reviews the on-going integration of educational technology in al1

aspects of the school community and includes educational technology in areas where it
can be used to enhance leaming and instructional practices as part of theù school plan.

6) Leadership: As noted by the participants in Cbapter Four, few schools have

taken the time to discw thoroughly the provincial document Technology as a

Founduîion SkiK (1998) Given the importance and ubiquitous nature of technology in

our daily lives, the sixth recommenâation f?om this thesis is that the Division implement

a strategy that would enable teachers to become fiuniliar with this provincial directive
and then initiate appropriate suggestions fiom the document. In addition to looking afier
this piece of technology, the technology leaders should take up a leadership role and
initiate a series of workshops on the new Manitoba Education and Training resource, The
Curriculum Navigator.

7) Time: The Fort Garry School Division elirninated the .1 N1 tirne equivalent

elementary technology teacber position in the Year 2001-2001 school budget process.
The loss of this staffhg to each school removed the leadership potential in the area of

educational technology just as schools were receiving increases in hardware and fiber
network infiastructure. It will be critical that the support provided by that technology

teacher be maintained through other initiatives or else the gains made in developing s t a E
will be at risk. In lieu of the technology leader staff piece, time there has been provision

made for substitute release time for curriculum leaders. My seventh recornmendation is
that substitute-teacher release time be provided to permit a collegial mentor program
similar to the one implemented in Grand Forks, North Dakota (Carlson, 1997).

8) Participation: The oew joint Fort Garry School DivisionFort Garry Teachers'
Association professional development fund was created out of a contract negotiation that

ended the former sabbatical leave benefit. My eighth and h l recommendation is that
this fund be made available to individuals and groups willùig to join inter-school

technology study groups. These groups could be tasked with a second study, conducted

as a follow-up to this thesis. That study could follow the same qualitative process; but
focus on teachers experiencing dficulty, or wishing to improve their comfort level in

teaching with technology. An alternative to the study wouid be to establish a mentoring
situation, whereby a technology leader wodd partner with a tacher experiencing
difficulty in theY school or the Division, but interested in integrating technology into
their daily lesson planning. In fact, the study group rnay set as their own task, any

specific educational technology issue.

Conclusion

This study has focused on teachers in the Fort Garw School Division in

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The stories told by the technology leaders are special, but
they are not unique. I believe that the conclusion could be summarized in a few succinct
words. The technology leaders believe that more time is needed for elementary teachers

to plan collegially effective integration of educational technology and at the same tune to
develop their own cornfort and confidence with the evolving educational technologies.
The trials and tribulations expressed may be representative of those fiom teacka around

Winnipeg, Manitoba, and even Canada. It is not my intention to attempt to generalize the
findings or the recommendations, as that wouid be inconsistent with a qualitative study.

The qualitative method and the long answer i n t e ~ e wprocess allowed me to
utilize my comoisseunhip in establishïng patterns and needs from my experience base. I
believe it is possible for others to read this thesis and devise alternatives and 1encourage

them to do just that Mer all, it is consistent with the postmodem condition that there be
multiple truths, different perspectives and no one single correct answer.

Appendix A
Ethics Protocol Submission Form
Required Information about the Research Protocol
1) Summary of Project: The main purpose of this study is to gather S o m a t i o n for
my thesis in the area of Educational Technology. I plan to look at current best
practices of the integration of educational technology in the elementary years
(Kindergarten to Grade Six) in an urban public school division.

Participants will be invited to meet one on one with the researcher to answer
predominately long answer questions. The questions and respomes will be taperecorded and then the transcripts will be word processed verbatim. A copy of the
transcript will be retmed to the participants for verincation and editing prior to
their bekg used in the stuc@ Participating schools will be assigned a number in
random order and the participants will be identified with a letter, also at random.
The interviews will be conducted at a time and location that is convenient
to the participant, likely their school. A block of an hour or less will be
required to complete the i n t e ~ e w
questions.

2) The Research Instrument: The instrument is comprised of a series of short and
long answer i n t e ~ e w
questions. Appendix B.
3) Study Subjeeb: The proposed subjects are a nominated group of K-6 classroom
teachers in the Fort Garry School Division #5. (Superintendent's permission in
principle see Attachent 5) The actual s w e y group will be a maximum of
twelve teachers and or administrators. The group will include one person fiom
each elementary school in the Division. Their school principal will nominate the
individual as king someone who is knowledgeable and an aclmowledged teacher
and or leader in the field of educational technology. (See Attachment 2)
Nominated teachers will have the right of refusal as this is strictly a voluntary
procedure. Should the teacher refuse, the adrninistrator couid answer questions
for the school or the school could be excused fiom the sample group.
4) Informed Consent: See Attachment 3

5) Deception: Not applicable
6 ) FeedbacWDebriefing: The initial feedback wiil be provided to individual

participants through a hard copy of the verbal interview. The hardcopy will be

used to ver@ and clarify any of the initiai responses. Al1 participants will be
offered the opportunity to meet in person or via telephone at this tirne. At the
completion of the thesis, participants will be offered a copy of the hdings. (See
Attachent 4
7) Risks and Benefits: To the best of my knowledge, there are no physical or
psychological risks involved with this i n t e ~ e w .The anticipated benefits nom
the process include the sharing of the findings with i n t e ~ e w
participants as well
as interested mernbers of the Fort Garry School Division The Division has in

place a staff development program that focuses on personal and professional
growth. It is believed thaî finduigs in the area of professional development could
provide
teachers with ideas that wuld be melded with their own professional growth
mode1 plan.
8) Anonymity and Confidentiality: Total participant anonymïty is not planned, as 1
will lcnow the participants through the in person i n t e ~ e wprocess. However,
their anonyrnity d l be protected by me in the report and throughout the wrïting

process. There will be no direct references to individuals or the schools in which
they work If cornparison is required, schwls and participants will be given a
random alpha~numencdescriptor. Gender neutral terms will be employed to
M e r protect the respondents.
9) Compensation: No financial compensation is planned.

Attacbment 2
Letters to School Principals:
Dave Benson
3 Leclair Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3V 1R7

Dear (School principal)
As a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, 1 am currentiy conducting research for my
thesis requirement for the Master's degree in Education, The title of rny study is The Integrarion
of Educa~ionalTechnology in rhe Elemenraty School.
1 wish to examine how teachers integrate technology into their daily lessons. My research wiii
involve interviewing classroom teachers and or admiaistrators for a period of not more than an
hou-,

T o select interview participants, 1 am requesting that school administrators in the elementary
schools of Fort Garry School Division nominate a tacher who is acknowledged as king
someone who is cornfortable in the use of edudonai technology, or who is a member of the
school's technology leadership team, Mr. Jean Beaumont has grauted approval in p ~ c i p l efor
the study to take place in the Fort Garry School Division.

I have attached the set of questions to provide a sense of the direction in the proposed interview.
The process will involve an in person interview, during which time I will tape record the
conversation for transcription and fiiture andysis. Prior to the anaiysis, I will provide the
participant with a hard copy for verification and any M e r clarification. At that time, 1 would
arrange a second meeting, in person or on the phone, to discuss any concem or questions that
arise fkom the transcript prior to final analysis,
AU infomiatioa shared wili be anonymous. Confidentiality is assured. Names, schools and any
identiwg indicators will not be shared in auy context at any time. Audio tapes will be destroyed
when the data documentation is complete.

Volunteers for the stuc& may withdraw at any t i . .

If you have any questions about this study, you may contact me at my home number 249-1967 or
during the day at Whyte Ridge School 4884245 or m a i l dbenson@fgsd.winnipeg.mb.ca. My
faculty advisor is Dr. James Welsh, and his office number is 474-9072.
If you are willing to nominate a participant, please complete the fonn below and retuni it to me in
the enclosed, self addressed sîamped envelope by December: 1 2000. In lieu of the form below,
you may contact me via exnail transmission or a telephone caii. 1 will then send a simiiar
notification to al1 nominatecl teachers asking their permission to meet and be interviewed at a time
and location of their convenieace.

Attachment 3
Letter of Invitation to Terrchers:

Dave Benson
3 LeClair Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3V 1R7
January, 2001
Dear (Participant),
As a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, 1 am cunently conducting
research for my thesis requirement for the Master's degree in Education. The title of my
study is The Integrarion of Educational Technology in the EZementary School.
1 wish to examine the ways and means teachers use to integrate technology into
their daily lessons. My research will involve inteniewing classroom teachers and or
administrators for a period of not more than an hour.

Your school principal has nominated you as a teacher who is acknowledged as
being cornfortable in the use of educatioaal technology, or as a teacher who is a member
of the school's technology leadership team. Mr. Jean Beaumont has granted approval in
principle for the study to take place in the Fort Garry School Division.
I would like to invite you to participate in this study- 1 have attached the set of
questions to provide a sense of the direction in the proposed interview. The process will
involve an in person interview during which tirne 1 will tape record the conversation for
transcription and friture analysis. Prior to the analysis, 1 will provide you with a hard
copy for verification and any M e r clarification. At this time, we can arrange a second
meeting in person or on the phone to discuss any concems or questions that arise prior to
final analysis.

Al1 information shared will be anonyrnous. Confidentiality is assured. Your
name, school and any identifjring indicators will not be shared in any context at any time.
Audio tapes will be desîroyed when the data documentation is complete.
As you have been asked to volunteer for the i n t e ~ e wyou may feel fiee to

withdraw from the study at any time and any data will be withdrawn.
Upon completion of my research project, 1 would be happy to share a summary of
the resdts with you.

If you have any questions about this study, you may contact me at my home
number 269-1967 or during the &y at Whyte Ridge School 488-4245 or email
dbenson@fgsdwinnipeg.mb.ca My faculty advisor is Dr. James Welsh, and his office
number is 474-9072If you are willing to parbcipete in my study, please sign the consent form below
and return it ?O me in the enclosed, self addressed stamped envelope by January tti,
2001. If you decide to participate, 1 will cal1 ?O set up a time and location that is
convenient for you.

-

Sincerely,

Dave Benson

1,

, am willing

?O

be a participant in the study of

research as described in the Letter above. Information gathered fiom the interview
process may be reported anonyrnously in the thesis identified by Dave Benson as The
lntegratîon of Educatzonal Technology in the EIementary School.

Signature of Volunteer Participant:

Date:

Attachment 4

Traoscript Review:
Dave Benson
3 LeClair Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3V IR7

Dear (Participant),

Thank you for participating in the research study related to my thesis for the Master's
Degree in Education at the University of Manitoba.
1have had transcribed our interview. Enclosed is the transcript.

Please review this information and contact me at 269-1967 (H) or 488-4245 (W) if it is
necessary to edit or change any of the content This debriefmg session may be by
telephone or in person, and it will be arranged at your convenience. If1 do not hear from
you by February -th, 1assume everything is accurate for me to proceed.
1 appreciate your most valuable contribution of sharïng thoughts, educational views and
most certainly your time. Upon completion of my research project, 1 shall be happy to
share a summary of my results with you.

Sincerely,

Dave Benson

Attachment 5
Permission of Fort Garry Schooï Division
25 September, 2000
Mr. Jean Beaumont
Superintendent
Fort Garry School Division #5
181 Henlow Bay
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3Y 1M7

Dear Jean,

I am writing to you to request approval in principle for the opportunity to interview up to
a dozen teachers and or administrators in the Fort Garry School Division. 1 am currently
in the process of developing a Master's thesis at the University of Manitoba. My plans
include a qualitative study on "The Integration of Educational Technology in the
Elementary Years".
Pnor to actually conducting interviews 1 would provide my questions to you and the
group of nominated teachers seeking their interest and permission to proceed. 1 would
request that their schools nominate the teachers as being leaders in the field of
educational technology. These i n t e ~ e w sif granted wodd be conducted at the
convenience of the interviewee, and completed by January. Al1 conversations will be
tape recorded and hard copy returned for verification to the participants before king used
in my thesis.
It is my hope that 1 will be able to "recognize, describe educational technology and cause
more of it to happen." 1will gladly make rnyself available on completion of the thesis to
share my £ïndings with participants or other interested parties of the Fort Garry Schwl
Division.
Sincerely,
Dave Benson

Part I:

General Demographics:
Gender

Grade

Years Teachïng

Do you have a computer in your classroom? Details on type, peripherals and connectivity
Do you have a computer

laptop -at home? Details.....

Do you use your home computer for school related activities?

Part II:
1. Could you please describe for me what the term cceduca?ionaltechnology" means
to you?
($no[ part of the answer, informal discussion on Technology as a Foundation Skill
and the school 's implementatiodfamdiarity with the document.)
2. When were you first aware that you were integrating educational technology as
part of your teaching repertoire?
(identzfi calendar year or year relative to teaching experience, what equipment,
hardwar&ar~~sofhuurewas use4 whar were the ttiggers - how ...why ... , supportst source
of feedback, training and or professional developrnent undertaken)
3. Could you please describe for me a significant activity for you and or your class

that involved the integration of educational technology?
(Huw have p u been able to use it to enhance yow teuching and student learning?
As per 32 what equipment, harhuare/sofiware was used, what were the triggers how -..why ... , supports* source of feedback, training and or pfessional
development undertaken)
4. The editor of a distinguished educational journal has just invited you to submit an
essay on your use of educational technology in the classroom. What is the title of
your article and what are the key points for discussion?
(take a few minutes to describe the sub headzngs, what will be the key points in
the paper)
5. How can we as individuals, school staffs or a division cause more integration of

educational technology to occur in our classroom~schools?

Need more time to leam to use cornpurers 1
and the Internet,
Need more time to adapt the clrrriculum to
better incorporate the technology.
Need more training with user skills related to
iechnology.
Need more training with ctm-iculum and
pedagogy that integrkes t e c h n o l o ~
Need access to more powerjùl computers for
MU students.
h;eed access to more computers for my
srudents.
Need better access to the Internet.
--

I

Need more sofhvare that is curricular-based.
Need more technical support to keep the
computers working
Nëed more resources t h iiiustrate how to
integrate technolom into the curricultntl.
Need a program support teacher or mentor
to assist in cognitive couching activities to
develop integrution strategies.
Need more opportunities to work with
colleagues to develop and use technolopenhanced curriculum units.
Need more compelling reasons why I should
incorporate technology into the classroom.
If the Division oflered professional
development sessions on the integraîion of
educatzonal techno+
in ajier school
sessions I would attend them.
If the Division oflered professional
developrnent sessions on the integration of
educationul technology on scheduled release
time 1would attend them.
r f my Division offered fiee Intemet bused,
on-line prqfissional development activities, 1
would use them
If my Division oflered Internet base4 on-line
professional development activities at a user
p q fee, I would use them

1

6. Are there any issues or concems reguding the integration of educational
technology in the elementary classroorn that you wish to add?

Suwey Number 1
Teacher Attitudes Toward Compiter Technolq~:
1

2

4
5

6

1

1believe that it is very important for teachers to leam how
to use a computer.
1 feel cornfortable with my current skilis level in working
with a cornputer.
When there is a problem with a computer thaî 1can't
immediately solve, 1commit to resolving the problem at the
appropriati time or Gnding a m u r c e tbat c i help me.
Knowing how to use a computer is a worthwhile skill.
AU students shouid have an o p p o d t y to leani about
computers at schoolHaving cornputer skills provides a wider range of job
-

ISD D

I

I

A SA

U

I

I

t

-

Cornputers have the potential to control our tives.
Cornputers isolate people by i n h i b i ~ normal
g
social
interactions amonpl users.
Computers have the potential to improve ducaiion.
Having a computer io my classroom helps me to be a more
effective teacher.
Computers can be usefid instructional ai& in all core subject

Use of cornputers in educaîion, reduces the personal
treatment of students,
Computer use stimulates my crdvityComputer usë iÏÏcreasesmy proâuctivity.
Computers use is part of life long leaming.
Computers improve the overall quality of Me by saving me

19

The challenge of l e d g with cornputers is exciting.
Learning to operate a computer is like leamhg any new skiil
- the more you practice, the more confident you becorne.
Computers are necessary, in both educational and work

20

settings.
1 believe that academic achievement improves with

17

18

1 educational technology.

1
I

1

1

1

1

SD = Strongty Disagrcc D = Dmgree U = Undteidcd A = Agrcc SA = Strongiy

suwey 2
Tcricher/Studeat Use of Computcr Tcchndogy:

1.

D o most ofyour student use driU and practice program

1

(i-e.educationai software that engages d e n t s in multiple
choice, tme and false, or "worksheet" type of questions)

l I

A) word processors

1 3. 1 D o most of your students use aduunced authoring

I

I

/

F&g#

A) web publishing software
1
B) presentation software
1
on a
4. . Do most of yow -dents use sinrvlation so-re
1 regular basis part of the curridum?
1
1
1
1
Do most ofyour students use CSROM researck
reirources (ie. CD ROM encyclopedias) on a regular basis
as part of the curriculum?
1
D
o
most
of
your
students
use
the
World
Wde
W&
on
a
6.
1
1 regdar bas&as part of the curriculum?
1
1
1
1
7. D o most of your students make use of nehvorked
communications (Le. e-mail, list m e s 7 ask an expert,
etc. to contact resources outside the classroom) on a
1 regular basis as part of the curriculum?
1
1
Please use tbe 1- S gradcd =ale to indicrite amount of use. 1 = Seldom, S = Fmquent

1

!

This questionnaire is designed to assess your perceptions o f the use o f information technology for
your own productivity as well as for the benefit o f your students. Usually it is best to respond
with your first impression, without giving a question much thought,
Instructions: Choose one location between each adjective pair to indicate how you feel about the
object. Low numbers indicate low value as the opposing terrns suggest.

To me, electronic mail is:
Valut:
2

1

.

.=

;

?
:,

4

Unimportant
Unappabg
Hindrance

Important
Appealing
Facilitative
Creaîive
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To me, using the World Wide Web is:
1

2

1 To

~ ~ ~ . t'È,'&<& &-- '.. i:+
.~-%?:A%+*%:~A?$&

l

value:
3

4

Unimportant

Important
Appealing
Facilitative
Creative

Uaappealing
Hindrance

1

me, multimedia (ie. HyperStudio, Powerpoint, KidPix, etc) U:
1

Important
Appealing;
Facilitaiive
Creative

3

2

1

4

1

Unimportant
Unappeaiing
Hindrance
1 Stifling

1 To me, using cornputers for my professional use U:

value:

For my students, using cornputers in the classroorn is:
Vduc:
Important
Appeahg
Facilitaiive

+

[s m g

I
Unappealing

Hindrance

~

=

-

~

Teachers: Please answer for students in your clrss.

lnternet connedions per dassroom.

cornputers per dassroom.
Printer/Network Printer available

1) Students engage in computer-based advities (but not Intemet) for cunicular
purposes during the school day: (minuteslweek)

-O minutes
-46-90 minutes

-less than 15 minutes
-more than 90 minutes

-15-45 minutes

2) Students engage in Intemet-basad adMoes for curricular purposes during the schwl

day: (minutedweek)

-O minutes
-46-90 minutes

-less than 15 minutes

-more than 90 minutes

-15 4 5 minutes

3) Please indicate the percent of student cornputer use that is done in the school lab:

-less than 25%

more than 25%

more than 50%

more than 75%

Teachen: Please answer the following in relation to your teaching activitir.

3) Do you have a mmputer at home? Yes
4) Is it compatible with school's system? Yes
5) Do you have a laptop? Yes

No
No

-

No

6) Is it compatible with schwl's system? Yes

No -

7) 1 use the computer (but not Intemet) in my teaching acüvities: (minutedweek)

-O minutes
-46-90 minutes

-less than 15 minutes

-more than 90 minutes

-15-45 minutes

8) 1 use the computer (but not Intemet) in my dassroom administrativefundons:

(minutedweek)

-O minutes

-46-90 minutes

-less than 15 minutes

-more than 90 minutes

9) 1 use the Interna in my teaching activit'ms: (minute-k)

-1545 minutes

-O minutes
-46-90 minutes

-less than 15 minutes
-15-45 minutes
-more than 90 minutes

10) 1 use the lnternet in my dassroom administrativefundions: (minuteslweek)

-O minutes

- less than 15 minutes

-15-45 minutes

-more than 90 minutes

-46-90 minutes

1 1) I use the computer (but not Internet) in my personal fundions: (rninutes/week)

-O minutes
-less than 15 minutes
-46-90 minutes
-more than 90 minutes

-15-45 minutes

12) I use the lnternet for personal fundions: (minute-k)

-O minutes

-46-90 minutes

-less than 7 5 minutes
-15-45 minutes
-more than 90 minutes

Survey 3
Teacher Prof~sionalDevelopment and Computer Technology:
1) What percentage of the information you receive about teaching with technology is
from: (Please estimate the arnount for each category)

% ConferencesiDisplays
% Local Workshops

-% Peer tutonng
% Self taught

2)

% Research Joumals

-% Professional Magazines

-% tntemet (www, listsews, etc.)
% other P.D. please specify

Do you have a mmputer at home that you use for school related:

-email

lntemet

other xhool adivities

3) Do you have a computer at home you use for personal related:

-email -Internet -other aciivities

Please complete the suwey questions in the tabies below.
if anythiag, do you need to make teebnology an integral part o f your

1 Mat,

d more t h e to leam to use cornputers

8

Need more software that is curricular-baseci.

9

' Need more technical support to keep the

cornputers working
10
Need more resources îhat illustrate bow to
integrate technology into the curriculum.
11 ' Need a program support teacher or mentor to
assist in cognitive coaching activities to
deveiop integration strategies12
Need more oppominities to work with
colteagues to develop and use technologyenhanced curriculum Ünits.
13
Need more compelling reasons why I should
1 incorporate technology into the classrwm.
Please select the box th.t best reffects

1 believe t b a t t e x t b o o ~ l lsecondary to

electronic media within 5 years- This means
my teaching style will need to change to
accommodate the shift.
1 believe that the role of schools will be
dramatically c b g e d because of the Intemet.

1

1
I

your

belief

where

1

1

1 This means my teaching style will

3

4

5

6

need to 1
change to accommodate the shiR
If the Division offered professional
1 development sessions on the integration of /
educational technology in after school
sessions 1 would attend them.
If the Division offered professional
1 development sessions on the integation of 1
1 educational technology on scheduied release 1
time 1 wodd attend hem,
If my Division offered free Intemet b a s a
on-line professional development activities, I
would use them.
If my Division offered Internet base4 on-line
professional developrnent activities at a user

I

!
1
1

I

I

1

1
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